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ABSTRACT

The thesis is an investigation of Vocational
Guidance and the use of vocational interests measures.
This takes the form of two parts.
Part One presents a view of Vocational Guidance;
its place in the economy, and an outline of the framework of Vocational Development.

Also presented

is- the

form Guidance and Development should take in the future
in New Zealand.
Part Two is an investigation into the use of
Vocational Interest measurement.

Some confusion exists

among administratorsas towhoto administer such measures.
A survey was designed to measure discrepancies between
perceived and measured interests, and given to a sample
of secondary school pupils.

Multiple Regression and

Discriminant Analysis showed no strong predictors of the
discrepancy from biographical data.

One feature of an

interests measure which was noted, however, was that,
even without feedback, completion of the A.P.U. Interests
Guide resulted in a significant change in the measured
perception of interests.
The thesis also discusses the adaption of a A.P.U.
for computer administration, outlining the development of
the program.

A small sample showed no real difference in

the split-half reliability of the measure after the
adaption.
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INTRODUCTION

The idea for this thesis was conceived on reading
the New Zealand Planning Council's 1980 report on active
employment policy.

On Page 35 of that report in the section

on Placement and Counselling Services is a recommendation
for the extended use of 'modern information processing
facilities'.

The Report refers mainly to information

retrieval and exchange, yet it is apparent that such limited
use of these facilities would be a waste of valuable
technology.

Speculation lead to a questioning of the role

of such services in the wider field of personal, career,
and educational development.

The use of an integrated

vocational development scheme is investigated in addition
to the use of processing facilities.
Initial reading demonstrated how little Vocational
Guidance should now resemble the one-off 'round peg in a
round hole' approach of traditional guidance.

This approach

was applied at the end of academic education and the beginning
of working life, if at all.

Recent literature suggests that

Vocational Guidance is an integration of three interwoven
processes.
First, there is an information gathering process,
which includes the development of personality, values,
ambitions, and interests, as well as accumulation of
practical and academic knowledge.

Second, a major decision

period, where, on the basis of all facets of the information
gained, choice of a career is made.

Third, the development

of that career, as a part of an individual's lifestyle,
involving constant reassessment of the original decision in
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the light of personal and external circumstances.

The

operation of the forces acting on the Second and Third
processes are presented in the model of O'Neil,

(1980),

developed from the theories and research of many vocational
writers.

The Second and Third processes are distinguished

by the magnitude of the initial decision, and by the

constant re-evaluation based on dynamic forces.

Thus, the

vocational development concept is the amalgam of these
three processes and involves two major elements, the
collection and the utilisation of information.

Part One

of this thesis is constructed to outline the parameters of
a career education and development scheme.
Acknowledging the folly of attempting to verify such
a scheme in a Masters Thesis, Part One examines the practicality of applying the theory to the real world, in a form
practically useful to all.

The endeavour is enhanced by

the educational aspects inherent in the scheme proposed.
Research is possible, in the short time available,
only in the more concrete areas of Part One, for example,
educational schemes create problems that involve not only
long term research, practical, and administrational factors,
but also the sometimes heavy hands of syllabus and curriculum planners.

Planning in these areas involves the

integration of research and the other factors into already
established practice.

The third process of vocational

development, the re-evaluation of vocational decision, is
also susceptible to planning problems, mainly in the task
of integration many varying present practices and research
into a form acceptable to all users.

The groundwork for the

information needed by the individual for the third process
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is laid in the first and second processes.

Thus, the

second process, decision making, is the appropriate field
to investigate here, and is where the most useful contribution of modern processing facilities may be made.
The use of such facilities to aid guidance services
led to the development of a program which would allow
computer administration of an interests inventory.

The

preliminary testing of this program is described in Chapter
Four, and Appendix One contains notes on the development of
the program, as well as a listing appropriate for use with
a TRS-80 microprocesser system.

Chapter Three involves an

investigation in the use of interest inventories.

~search

is described on ascertaining the perception of interests by
school leaving age students.

The chapter also discusses

the difficulty of obtaining a sample of unemployed from
this age group.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE

Part One contains two chapters, the first dealing
with New Zealand employment, the place of guidance services
in this, and recent trends in guidance theory; the second
outlining the parameters of an integrated guidance/job bank
scheme.
The economic synopsis in Chapter One is based on the
views . presented in the New Zealand Planning Council's
Report No. 17.

It is included as an indicator of the basic

causes behind the present employment situation.

Criticism

may be leveled at the naivety of this approach, yet the
emphasis is laid on basics, not the political machinations
(of any persuasion) which may or may not have promoted or
delayed the action of any of the causal factors.
The educational guidance information is not to be
found in journal or text.

This information, presented in

Chapter Two, was gathered during conversations with school
counsellors, and by a much appreciated session with
Mr Gerald Thompson of the Vocational Guidance Service of
the Labour Department in Christchurch.

A full summary of

the details involved is available in the Appendices,
although it must be made clear that this programme is subject
to variation in individual schools.
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CHAPTER

ONE

EMPLOYMENT IN NEW ZEALAND

The following synopsis of New Zealand's economic
and employment situation is drawn from the New Zealand
Planning Council's 1980 Report on active employment.
The growth of the labour force in this country, over
recent years, has exceeded th.e growth of employment.

Two

factors can be traced as the main sources of an increase in
the labour force.

That part of the population now entering

the labour force, born between 1951 and 1965, is what is
referred to as a baby bulge.

Fig. 1, overleaf, reproduced

from the N.Z.P.C. report, shows that those at the peak of
this bulge are now aged between 15 and 25 years.

There is

also an increasing participation of women in the work force,
the result of changing social and legislative attitudes as
well as increasing economic pressures on the family.

This

is shown in Table 1, drawn from the same source.
These two factors are internal sources of the
employment deficit.

However, they are not completely

responsible for the low rate of employment growth in New
Zealand.

The rate of growth is not dropping, as annual

reduction of jobs in the private sector is met by overgrowth in the public sector.

The employment growth rate

has been low since the Second World War, as has the growth
of the labour force.

For example, between 1961, and 1976

the labour force grew at an average rate of two percent
per annum.
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FIG. 1
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Source: 1966, 1976: Census.
1986: Low immigration assumption in N.Z. Population and Labour Force Projection 1979-2011
(Base: 31 March 1978), Department of Statistics.
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TABLE 1

Males and Females in Surveyed Employment 1
1971-1979

1974-1979

Average
Annual
Rate of

Total
Increase

Average
Annual
Increase

('ODO)

('ODO)

Growth
(percent)

Male
Full-time 2
Part-time

45.9
41.1
4.8

5.7
5.1
0.6

Female
Full-time 2
Part-time

100.6
54.2
46.4

12.6
6.8
5.8

Total
Increase
('ODO)

('ODO)

(percent),

1.0
0.9
1.9

6.6
6.2
0.4

1.3
1.2
0.1

0.2
0.2
0.2

3.6
2.6
6.9

51.1
26.9
24.2

10.2
5.4
4.8

2.7
1.9
5.0

Source: Half Yearly Employment Information Survey (April). Department of Labour.
accounts for apparent small discrepancies in figures.
2Three-quarters or more of the scheduled ordinary time hours.
1 Rounding

Average
Annual
Rate of

Average
Annual
Increase

Growth
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New Zealand's economic growth was also slow until
the 1970's, though this was partially due to the agricultural basis of the economy.

Up to the 1970's this moderate

growth was able to accomodate a moderate population growth.
As employment growth is a reflection of economic growth it
too was low yet kept pace with both population and industry.
However, during the 1970's several economic factors
contributed to a fall in economic growth.

This resulted

from the agricultural sector receiving a declining share of
the national income, reducing any expansion opportunities.
A fall in terms of trade, withrises in the prices of imports,
particularly oil, further reduced growth in our primary
export industry.

In turn, an increased balance of payments

deficit occured.
At present, expansion of the overall economy is
curbed by necessity of keeping overseas borrowing as low
as possible.

However, domestic inflation has led to a lack

of business confidence, less investment, and a sagging labour
market.

Combined with these trends is a net outflow of

skilled workers, a result of more attractive economies and
labour markets outside this country.

This means that a

shortage of skilled workers exists in some areas of the work
force, while unemployment, caused by the population growth
outstripping employment growth, exists in others.

SOCIAL PLANNING AS AN AID TO THE ECONOMY
If the concept of full employment is to be retained
by planners, it is necessary to aim for greater economic
growth within the country.

Economic manipulation can be
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aided in the attempt to improve the economic growth curve
by social planning.
Here, planners transcend the economic situation to
the personal, looking at what can be done within the work
force to improve the growth rate and lessen the deficit
between jobs and the labour force.

Changes can be intro-

duced into the work - to pay dividends in terms of increased
productivity (Glaser, 1980).

These changes include worker

participation, management by objectives, and industrial
democracy.

To the worker, the changes mean better conditions,

more feedback, a say in the job, a chance to improve the
process, or increased attractiveness of the job. From
managerial, worker 1 and academic viewpoints, the objective is
to improve the job satisfaction of the worker.

Job satis-

faction occurs when a worker accepts his work completely,
where the job fits neatly the workers life, his interests,
ambitions, values, abilities, and responsibilities.
The job is presenting to the worker more than the
work ethic would lead him to expect.
his 'Content in Work'

Charles Eliot, in

(1904) wrote:

" .. there can be no public happiness without ....
satisfaction from the daily work of the masses of
mankind".
This is not a reference to either full employment or job
satisfaction.

It is to the work ethic, a way of thinking

which promotes the idea that work is satisfying in itself,
a cleanliness-next-to-godliness like concept.
as 1980, Fizgerald and Crites wrote:

As recently
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"It seems reasonable to assume that all
individuals ... share the basic human need of
self-fulfillment through meaningful work."
but this work introduces a concept alien to the work ethic,
that of meaningtul work.

This must be seen to be crucial

to the individual if any change towards job satisfaction is
to be successful.

The concept of the work ethic passes

over the fact that the search for meaningful work is an
attempt to improve the quality of life.

Work in its

traditional form can no longer be considered as providing
Candide's

best of all possible worlds.

factors also contribute to quality of life.

Too many other
The part played

by quality of working life is important, as a worker who
enjoys his work will tend to work better.

Steers (1975)

showed overall job performance to be related, in varying
strengths, to job satisfaction.

(The stronger relationships

were found to be among groups with higher achievement
motivation scores).
People look towards their goals in terms of the way
their lives are structured, this being inclusive of their
work.

If work does not fulfill needs, meet expectations and

ambitions, or match interests, then it does not conform to
the desired quality of life.

In this case, the concept of

work ethic fails, the work itself is inadequate for the
individual's fulfillment.
If the basis for such expectations of lifestyle is
reasonable, the individual can look elsewhere for suitable
employment.

If not, experience should realistically adjust

the lifestyle expectations.

Such a theory may explain why

schemes involving improvements to job satisfaction meet
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approval with workers, as the workers are given a chance to
mould work to their own lives.

No doubt there are those who

would argue that such reasoning ignores individual likes and
dislikes which would render any changes collectively unsatisfactory.

This has happened, with conflict between status

positions negating attempts to introduce satisfaction
programmes.

Schemes which do succeed do so with <:'"nod design

and the aid of the homogeneity of work groups

(Kuder 1977).

There can be little doubt that quality of working
life is important, both to the individual and a depressed
economy, and increased productivity is a first step to
expansion.

It is an investment by any economy to help

people find the right job, even when unemployment exists.
Furthermore, inadequate vocational information services can
have undesirable effects.

From the N.Z.P.C. report,

"Overseas experience suggests that significant
unemployment is attributable to a lack of
adequate information about available jobs and
poor communication between job seekers and
placement personnel." p 34
Investigation in the area of the dissemination of vocational
information attacks the unemploymen~ problem from both ends.
Chapter Two· is devoted to examining that dis.semination.

DYNAMIC VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
An important part of the vocational information service
is vocational guidance.

Traditionally, this has taken a

"round peg" approach, fitting the person to a job (Zytowski
1973).

Until recently in this country, such an approach
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has been applied between the end of academic schooling and
the onslaught of the real world.

This link has possibly

been a young person's only contact with specific vocational
information, apart from personal experience.

In a world of

increasingly specialised areas of work, sources of such
experience may be limited to their own aquaintances, or
those of their parents.

Diversification of jobs could mean

that areas of employment exist of which a person is not
aware.

Information provided over a few hours by a counsellor

is not adequate.
McArthur and Stewens (1955), expressed doubts over the
generalizability of the "peg in the hole" approach.
Ginzberg (1971), when examining the testing-placing mode of
counselling, echoed these doubts.

Counsellors, subject to

economic, numerical, and temporal pressures, may tend to
give direction rather than guidance (p. 181).

Further,

lack of a base of information means some persons are not
prepared to be guided, Zytowski t,1973:)suggesting t:hat fitting

a

round peg in a round hole depends on the person's knowledge
as well as the counsellor's.

In traditional guidance it

seems that no account is taken of the lack of knowledge on
the part of the client is examined.

There is also a

conclusion that because the approach does not cater to certain
areas of the population, people in these areas may not require
guidance of any kind.

(Zytowski, Slaney (1980)).

Traditional

guidance fails where development of an information base is
formed on incorrect or incomplete data.

The interview skill

of the counsellor may not be sufficient to correctly analyse
the information base, and correctly guide the client, within
a short period of time.

The conclusion that areas of the
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population may not require guidance is not unfounded, but in
light of uncertainty of the accuracy of the information base,
which areas are these?
An individual's vocational development can be divided
into three processes, the gathering of an information base,
the choosing of an occupation; and the development of a
career.

Traditional guidance seems to forsake the first

and third aspects.

In recent years, this has changed, with

the corning of a body of theory on Vocational Development.
This approach spans both job choice and career development,
and recognises the importance of the information base.
Guidance based on this theory and traditional guidance differ
in the dynamic nature of the former.

Using the peg in the

hole analogy, the difference can be illustrated thus:
The peg is the person, the shape defined by the
interests, abilities, credentials, needs, personality and
other aspects of that person.

The hole is the job, shape

delineated by pay, prospects, type of product, job description,
social climate, the economy, and so on.

Traditional

guidance fits the peg to the hole when a person starts
working.

The developmental model takes account of the

dynamic nature of both personal and employment-related
factors.

The round, seventeen year old peg may find that

his family has altered his needs, that prospect~ have
altered with a turn in business, that he is becoming older
than the majority of his workmates.

Work is no longer the

centre of his life and no longer offers the satisfaction it
once did.

Now twenty nine, the peg is becoming square, the

hole reshaping as triangular.
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Levinson, 1978:
"Once his initial choice is made, a man must
acquire occupational skills, values, and
credentials.

He must establish a m0re

differentiated occupational identity, and
establish himself within his chosen world.
Along the way, he may fail or drop out, to
begin again on a new path.

He may stay

narrowly within a single track, or try
several directions before settling firmly on one."
This, then, is the process of career development.

WHAT FORM SHOULD GUIDANCE TAKE?
To stay within the bounds of such a process, it
follows that guidance should be an aid to decision making,
and not, as so often happened in traditional guidance,
directive.

Skills of decision making should be included

in a person's information base to show how to make
decisions, not which decision to make.

Overall, this

guidance should help recognition of alternatives.

It is

very similar in nature to non-directive counselling, a
.
1
concept with a bad name. (Balmos, Ginzberg) . Such an
approach was highly regarded into the mid sixties, based on
the assumptions that an individual can decide what he wants
out of life, and which values he holds in high and low
esteem.

Due to the inadequate data base, views then

changed to regard such assumptions as unfounded, something
circumstances would not allow.

1

From Ginzberg, 1971

Halmos wrote:
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"No matter how much care is taken to allow
people sponteneity of growth along the lines
of their own choosing, it is simply not true
that arbitrariness of influence on them can
be avoided (Social and Economic) factors will
inevitably limit the counsellors potential of
behaving non-directively." Ginzberg p 100.
Ginzberg identifies a breed of "activist" counsellor, who
seeks to bring about changes in the environment-which he
hopes will contribute to the sound growth and development
of his clients.

It is proposed that one identifies those

systems or parts of systems which hinder free development,
and instead make proposals which represent constructive
development.

While Halmes and Ginzberg believe that this

approach is not non-directive, it definitely is.

The

change of the activist counsellor is ensuring the accuracy
of the clients information base, and the counselling remains
non-directive.
Stewart and Warnath describe non-directive counselling
as assisting an individual to find a measure of reality
from which he can receive feedback against which to check
his self-evaluation (Ginzberg p 100).

The changes of the

activist set the scene for such an approach, ascertaining
that the client has information to work on,
perceives the world realistically.

and that he

The counsellor is

directive only in imparting knowledge, and in the
demonstration of the use of decision making techniques,
rather than in making decisions for the client.
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The counsellor is less integral to developmental
theory than to traditional guidance.

Research has reported

the effectiveness of counsellor-free treatments (Atanasoff
and Slaney 1980; Krivatsy and Magoon, 1976; and Avallone,
1974), such as self directed search, which are free of
counsellor bias (Donahue and Coster, 1977; Thomas and
Stewart, 1971).

These treatments, however, are tools in

aiding information gathering, and still need the hand of
a counsellor.

They leave the counsellor, however, free to

move into areas of non-directive guidance, less subject to
those pressures cited by Halmos.,

SUMMARY
Both economic and social environments in New Zealand
can benefit from good guidance and information services.
The change in the perspective in which work is seen demands
similar changes in guidance techniques.

A system of

information presentation will be discussed in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER

TWO

INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS INFORMATION?

Vocational Development consists of three processes;
information gathering, vocational choice, and career development.

On close examination, two components become apparent,

information collection and information utilisation.

Inform-

ation collection can be seen as accumulation of experience
and knowledge.

Crites (1969) reviewed factors that affect

an individual's selection of a career. 1

He proposed a three

part classification of variables, Stimulus, Organismic, and
Response.

Response can be said to be the result of the

collection of Stimulus information and the action of Organismic on the individual.
To Stimulus belong such factors as experienced events,
family background, geographical location, parental personality,
and social interaction.

Each could be traced as partial

source of personal details such as religious b~liefs,
dietry considerations, and values.

There is a degree of

interaction between the three categories.

For example,

physique may be the Response to both Simulus and Organismic
(or genetic) factors.

However, physique may in turn be

considered a stimulus or organismic variable in the development of interests.

For each individual, the classification

of a factor may differ.

1

See O'Neil, 1980
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VOCATIONAL DECISION MAKING
Vocational decision making may be seen as appraisal
of knowledge in the light of specific vocational information.
This gives an appraisal of one's needs, values, and interests
in the light of prospects, pay, the labour market, and other
factors.

The decision making process is a re-appraisal of

past decisions, changing weightings on factors, and looking
at old information in the light of new.
The nature of decision making can be extended to
information gathering.
if not before, birth.
individually constant).

Collection of information begins with,
(Taking genetic factors as being
Re-appraisal, testing, and rejection

of information takes place as soon as that information is
used, and feedback takes place.

A model of such development

is presented by O'Neil and his colfreagues,

(1980).

model is based on career development theory,
Holland, 1973; and Williamson, 1939),

This

(Bordin, 1963;

the social systems

approach to career development (Osipow 1973), as well as
work on correlates of career choice, social learning theory,
and theories of sex role development.

l

O'Neil et al propose

that the factors which effect sex role socialisation are
those affecting the career decision making process.

These

factors are those which Crites labclsStimulus and Organismic,
and Vocational Choice is a Result.

Diagram One, overleaf,

is a reproduction of the O'Neil model.
Given the nature of information gathering and decision
making, it is to be assumed that if vocational decision
making is to be accurate, the opportunity of exposure to
vocational information must be as great as possible.

l

O'Neil - pg 356
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Factors affecting the sex role socialization and career decision-making process. (From
"Research on a Workshop to Reduce the Effects of Sexism and Sex Role Socialization on Women's Career
Planning" by J.M. O'Neil, C. Ohlde, C. Barke, B. Prosser Gelwick, & N. Garfield, Journal of Counseling
Ps:,,chology, 1980, 27, 355-363." Copyright 1980 by the American Psychological Association.)
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This then, is the first parameter of any integrated scheme
involving vocational development.

The obvious medium for

presentation of such information is the secondary school,
where staff and resources are already available.

Intro-

duction or emphasis of vocational information within the
curriculum would mean that problems of cost, staff,
resources and availability are reduced, and that all
members of the population have access to the information
during their education.

PRESENTATION OF VOCATIONAL INFORMATION
The conditions which enable presentation to be a
success are outlined by Ruff (1976), who worked with
vocational education in Arizona.

One important factor is

the support of the legislature, in New Zealand this would
mean approval and finance from the Departments of Labour
and Education.

Also necessary is support from business,

industry, and labour.

The latter is worth noting for its

inclusion, as 1 in Ruff's study, the labour provided some
6,500 speakers, ''to bring the world of work into the classroom of more than 375,000 students.''

Support through the

enthusiasm and dedication of staff is essential.

A further

condition emphasised by Ruff is related to the philosophy
assumed concerning evaluative data.

These were used not

only to prove the Arizona scheme, but: also as feedback.
This may be the best guarantor of success of any long
running scheme, and must be regarded as a parameter.

This

is discussed in detail furth~r on.
What type of information is to be offered?

Super and
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Bohn (1970) list a series of tasks necessary for a person
k '
seeing
a career. 1

The type of information, ,presented

should aid the completion of these tasks, which are:
Crystallizing a vocational preference, implementing it,
stabilizing in the chosen vocation, consolidating one's
status, and advancing in the occupation.

Super disting-

uishes between the process of vocational development and
the result of vocational adjustment.

The information

offered in the curriculum should enhance the process to
help decision making towards the result.

High,

(1976)

lists six goals ascertained on reviewing several career
education projects.

These goals should be able to be

attained by a school leaver of any age.
1.

Competance in the basic academic skills required

for adaptability in our rapidly changing society.
2.

Possession of a personally meaningful set of

work values that foster a desire to work.
3.

Possession of career decisions making skills,

job hunting, and job getting, skills.
4.

Possession of job specific occupational skills

at a level that will allow them to gain entry into,
and attain a degree of success in, the occupational
society.
5.

Possession of a degree of self-understanding and

understanding of educational-vocational opportunities
sufficient for making sound career decisions.
6.

Awareness of means available to themselves for

changing career options - of societal and personal
constraints impinging on certain career alternatives.
1

From Tuck, 1976
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The studies reviewed by High provide evidence that
each goal is attainable.

The Arizona study of Ruff, for

instance, shows that exposure to career education;
- gave greater know1edge to the range of occupations
available
- helped develop better understanding of educational
awareness and educational requirements for jobs
- helped develop a better understanding of the skills and
abiliti~s:.required for certain occupations, as well as
success skills
~

helped understanding of economic rewards, and the lifestyle

advantages and disadvantages of certain career choices.
One must take into account that certain significant
areas of developmental theory are not yet fully understood.
Karpicke Cl980) reports theoretical and empirical evidence
that suggests male and female career planning processes·do
not differ.

Schneider et al (1980) argue that there are

differences in the way that the male and female personality
develops ..

Schneider's argument, if we follow the multi-

plicity of factors presented by O'Neil, counters the report
of Karpicke. Such uncertainty in research cannot be ignored,
and again, the importance of constant evaluation, research,
and feedback is stressed,

VOCATIONAL INFORMATION PR~SENTATION IN NEW ZEALAi~D
Information services in New Zealand are progressing
towards High's goals.

There is still need at present,

though, for crash courses in vocational education.
example of this is provided at Pitcaithley House, in

An
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Christchurch.

Although funded through the education system,

the centre prefers to remain non-scholastic in function and
appearance.

Attendance at a course is voluntary, and each

course is conducted in such a way as to impose working
conditions on the student.

Thus, an onus of arriving on

time, being neatly dressed, and being responsible and
independent is placed on the student.

Different schools are

represented within each group, making social interaction
a necessity, and meaning familiar support is not available.
An emphasis is placed on presenting realistic, practically
useful information to the student.

Skills taught at the

centre include interview techniques, how to apply for a job,
the construction of a curriculum vitae, and personal
responsibility.

Use is made of repertory grid and an in-

house counsellor to help foster self-awareness.

This

out-centre has an advantage in that students can be
accommodated when they feel they want the information.
Vocational guidance in secondary education in this
country is becoming very advanced, at least in the planning
stage.

Overleaf is a basic outline similar to that which

vocational officers are working toward, reproduced by
permission

of its architect,

While the extent of advance-

ment of such programmes depends largely on individual
schools, what is available here is comparible to schemes
reported overseas.

Information available includes a series

of leaflets, on subjects ranging from accommodation in main
centres through to working with wool.

These leaflets are

constantly being updated, .the earliest listed on the April

l981 index being 1973, with less than 5% of some 240 titles
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older than three years.

The Vocational Guidance Centre in

Christchurch also runs seminars, for senior students, careers
advisors, and vocational guidance counsellors, on topics
normally unavailable to schools.

For example, on Thursday

16th July 1981, a seminar on electronics and computer
technology was run.

Sheets announcing the date, venue,

speakers and other details of these seminars are sent to
local schools.
The first week of the May Vacation is a "careers"
week for schools out of Christchurch.

Students arrange an

itinerary, and on arrival at the centre are given personalised
instructions, including bus routes and addresses, and
employers arrange a guided introduction to the occupation.
For the student, a tri-part publication called
'Looking Ahead' has been produced.

This consists of a

booklet on vocations, instructions and information, the
link between school and work, about universities and
bursaries etc.

A second booklet is aimed at self awareness,

containing exercises to be completed in conjunction with the
reading of the main booklet.

The third is a home guide,

information for parents on how to aid a job seeker, and on
how to obtain more information.

These booklets also tie in

with a teaching kit, including audio~visual material, and
further resource references.

A 'World of Work' careers

unit has been designed for presentation to the fourth form,
introducing careers and the basic facts of working life.
This unit includes provision for dialogue between student
and instructor, allowing questioning and feedback on selfawareness information.

The basic outlines for this system

are contained in the presented brief, while more detailed
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information is presented in the Appendices.
This programme is an excellent example of provision
of practical information stemming from both experience and
theory.

Often, however, one finds students of one age are

not prepared to receive such material at the same time.
Inclusion of self-awareness material brings the information
to a personal level, hopefully helping to overcome this
problem.

THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
The second process of Vocational Development Decision
Making, is dependent on the fullness of the information
base of the individual for it's success.

Modern trends

dictate that the necessity of guidance be argued as part
of this process.

Atanasoff and Slaney (1980) produce

evidence that the absence of a counsellor may eliminate sex
bias (also Donahue and Coster, 1977; Thomas and Stewart,
1971), yet in the light of the research reviewed earlier,
such elimination may be too advanced for society at present.
Fizgerald and Crites (1980) argue that the rapid restructuring
of womBn's societal role is often ahead of counselling
techniques, and Closs (1979) mentions that discrimination
in interest measurement yields, obstensibly, the best
results.

If technique is not based on bias, a good

counsellor may use knowledge of sex differences to the
client's advantage.
Atanasoff cites others (Krivatsy and Magoon, 1976;
Avallone, 1974) to show that counsellor-free treatments such
as self-directed-search (SDS}give favourable outcomes,
comparable, if not better than, one-to-one counselling.
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The paper does not state that, for many people, the SDS
has to be demonstrated, explained, and the results
interpreted.

If this is the case, then the counsellor is

also available if questions arise, and can help on the cue
of a puzzled frown, or if further information is needed.
He aan also provide liaison with the workplace, information
sources, and interpretation of counsellor free treatments.
Price, Michal, and O'Neil (1978) developed a computerised
SDS program, which aids clients in matching their summary
codes, and, significantly, "assists the counsellor in
interpreting the SDS."
Problems can arise when counsellors are expected to
be both organisers and information sources, and sensitive
guides.

With a larger part of information handling given

over to mechanisation, the strain on resources is reduced.
(Butler and Dawsey, 1978, p 57).

The computer can store

and relate information repeatedly, with patience, accuracy
and non-s~lectivity, working as an automated library and
filing system with constant updating,

(Ibid).

This leaves

the counsellor free to become a guide, helping appreciation
of the

importance of information, and assisting in the

process of career planning.

In this situation, the

counsellor is aiding implementation, rather than
exploration (Super, 1970).
There are those who will come from school or employment with no real concept of self-awareness, lacking
knowledge of abilities, interests, or values.

In this

situation, V.D.U. administered guides could be used.

These

can take the form of integral programs such as Katz's SIGI,
or the common objective tool of traditional guidance.

For
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those who scorn the place of traditional tests in developmental practice, Smith, Hartley and Stewart (1978) examine
the use of Repertory Grids in Guidance, and Haase (1979)
has developed a subjective choice and scaling technique,
with weightings using work value ratings.

It is possible

that some counsellor resistance to V.D.U. administration may
be encountered.

Bringmann and Christian (1979) and Millar

and Cochran (1979) have shown that the feedback of
programmed tests elicits a more positive response from
subjects and that costing i~ favourable.

The SIGI program

can aid the client by improving career maturity in only
3 weeks

(Pyle and Stripling, 1976).
There are, though, two problems with such a scheme.

The first is the data base, the establishing of which is
the most important aspect of a computer operated system.
If the information given is inaccurate or inadequate, the
system will fall into disrepute.

(Dowsey 1978).

This

constitutes a parameter for any guidance scheme, that all
material must compile an adequate data base.

Combining

such a data base with a nationwide, comprehensive employment
placement service would actually give complete reference
to problem areas.

On one hand, the placement services

have information on what a job entails, on the other,
guidance services have immediate feeback on areas where
information is not present or complete.

The geographical

size of New Zealand, and the demographic patterns involved,
make possible the nationwide job bank proposed in the
N.Z.P.C. report (p 35).
Alteration of data is readily and rapidly completed
where the data file is in constant use by the working world
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as well as guidance services.
to the importance of feedback.

This again draws attention
If employers are wary of

using such a scheme, one suspects that common usage of
facilities by graduates, students, and the general public,
will, along with word of mouth recommendations, bring use.
The data base also needs to have the type of input
taken into account.

If, for example, guidance was using

a system based on the homogeneity of personnel with an
occupation (Kuder 1977), then the data base would
accordingly be geared to those specifications.

The use of

the data base as a national job bank as well may make such
guidance inconvenient, and more traditional methods may
be used.
Input, then, may have to be matched to the data base.
The SIGI system uses ten values which are given weightings
in the style of th~ Repertory Grid method.

Once original

weightings are made, re-assessment is made, thus giving
differing combinations of weightings.

It is possible for

the user here to investigate fully the outcomes of each
combination.

A.

drawback is the cost of computer hardware

and software, though timesharing on a nationwide basis may
brin(§J these to acceptable levels.

This drawback is possibly

outweighed by the "overwhelmingly positive reaction" to
tailored testing reported by Schmidt, Urry, and Gugel. (1978)

THE OPERATION OF A GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Envisaged here is a system which creates a file for
each client.

As data on self-awareness,needs, values,

interests, and other variables is established with the
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counsellor, it is entered into the file.

Printout copies

of the file can be examined at leisure, and weightings on
variables can be changed with ease.

If uncertainty

exists,

exploration via the appropriate tool can be conducted on a
V.D.U. microprocessor unit.

Findings can be discussed,

weighted, and entered into the file.

On completion of the

file, information can be matched with job types in the
job bank.

The file can then be reassessed in the light

of this material.

This system takes account of subjective

and objective material, minimises use of the main system,
and enables guidance over a long or a short period.

It is

important to emphasise appropriation of space for constant
revision opportunities, to allow both client and counsellor
to obtain the maximum from the system.

Investigation of

the possible application of an interests guide to this
system is carried out in Part Two of this thesis.

THE THIRD PROCESS: CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Having made a tentative job choice, it is then
possible to search through the job file and find vacancies
that do exist in that field, qualifications that are needed,
advanced education that can be taken, and sources of further
edfication.

Here is where the third process of Vocational

Development begins in earnest, the development of a career.
Already equipped with information on self-awareness,
the working world, and decision making during schooling,
this stage makes use of th~t knowledge to form a career
plan and to prepare the person in the light of those factors
presented by Super and Bohn and Levinson.

For those without
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the knowledge, counselling can help to give the client a
measure of awareness of the complexities of everyday life.
Exercises aimed at such awareness are presented by Young
(197~. Worthington (1977) reviews examples of career texts
aimed at developmental processes.

For satisfaction from

such books, he claims, it is necessary to see the relationship between oneself and the world.

Guidance at this point

should aim for this understanding.
Access to information remains important throughout
the planning stage.

Simulation exercises may be used to

further demonstrate decision making techniques.

Newsorn.,

et al (1973) write on the promise of computer based simulation.
They claim that use of simulation may be the answer to the
usual problems of training and placement in industry, and
usage here may have the same advantages.

It is necessary

to demonstrate to a client what may happen, and why.

If,

for example, a woman is told that vocational development
may occur significantly after child rearing is complete, as
Fitzgerald and Crites (1980) suggest, that woman may be
misled.

It is far more satisfactory to demonstrate how

personal development will occur throughout the child rearing
process, that earlier skills may become dated, that
abilities may weaken or strengthen, or new interests come
to the fore.

If a person is taught to be aware of such

developments, then decisions will become easier to make.
Not a "we'll fix you up then" programme, but to stress the
importance of recognising,
factors behind them.

change, decision points, and the

When a woman returns to the working

world, she then has an idea of herself, of the state of the
working world, and her expectations and attitudes.
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A second example is given by the student who decides
to go on to tertiary education.

This student should be

aware that further decisions will have to be made over the
following years concerning his vocation and his course
options.

He should also be aware that the initial job

option that is presented may not be as attractive on
graduation.

Options may have improved, or the field may

have narrowed considerably.

Another course plan may allow

him to move into an associated field if it becomes necessary.
Assessment of options and predictions is important in this
student's planning.
The career development process can be divided into
stages, Levinson's (1978) diagrammatic representation of
this is reproduced overleaf.

Gould, too, develop,s · the idea

of stages of growth with distinct phases of growth and
changes of personality and attitudes.

Information on

career planning should recognise this and make available
a representation of the decisions and phases one is likely
to confront.

Hurlock (1980) provides information on job

stability, for example, that more successful people are more
stable, that change of job within an occupation is more
frequent than between occupations.

These changes are often

the result of mature appraisal of talents and predispositions,
based on experience.

Hurlock (p 298) offers examples, in

three cases showing workers refusing transfers to avoid the
disruption of their families.

Vaitenas (1978) also

investigated career changers, citing change in both young
and old as the result of incompatability of interests with
the job, fear of failure, and emotional problems.
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Knowledge of such events and factors would give a
person some basis for decision making during the career
development stage.

An essential attitude to foster is that

guidance applies to, and is available to, anyone, whether
young, old, unemployed, or working.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FEEDBACK
The above examples again bring to mind the importance
of feedback, research, and evaluation services.

If a school

finds a system which has spectacular results, the analysis
should be shared elsewhere.

If a job centre obtains

feedback on particular difficulties inherent in its system
this should be acted upon.

Feedback, research and prediction

can prevent stagnation of the all-important data base.
Lewis and Gilhousen (1981) propose that rapid
societal change contributes to the irrationality of static
careers guidance.

Such stagnation of the data base leads

to confounding decisions, incorrect weighting on past
experience, and even to searching for non-existant goals
(p. 299).

Thus, in a service which offers and uses

information, the overall success of that service will be
dependent on long term planning.

Planning may weight

various occupations in terms of being good or bad long term
prospects, and can be used to forecast need for retraining
and social planning, with the aid of economic and labour
market predictions.
Further difficulties may arise in a system where
pragmatic counsellors are asked to co-operate with theoreticians.

The tools used by counsellors may be condemned
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by the theoretician for the opportunities they present to
mislead (Osipow 1973).

Thompson (1976) has termed the

persuasive value of interest inventories the misconception
of exactitude.

Being led to believe that a test is

absolutely correct in prediction may result in later
frustration.

That inadequate information may lead to later

conflicts means a close tie must be developed by research,
between theory and practice.
Feedback may also be provided by public forums.
Criticism, stimulation, and presentation of ideas must be
recognised from any source by all services.

Overleaf is

one such example, from the Christchurch Press, 23rd March,
19 81.

SUMMARY
Overall, this scheme must realise two objectives.
First it must cater for the individual, and second, it must
remain dynamic, always improving, refining, and avoiding
stagnation.
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PART TWO

INTRODUCTION
This section consists of two evaluations of the
application of Vocational Interests to those ideas presented
in Chapter Two.

The evaluations concentrate on the decision

making phase of the vocational development process.

Chapter

Three looks at perceived and measured Vocational Interests
in a sample of older students of four secondary schools,
and Chapter Four is an exploratory look at a deficiency in
the research on computer administered testing.

THE CHOICE OF IN.'l'EREST INVENTORY
Measurement of Vocational Interests is carried out
with the A.P.U.

Occupational Interests Guide, hereafter

referred to as the A.P.U. or the Guide.

This instrument

was chosen in order to facilitate the generalizability'of
results to local guidance.

If the findings are to be

applied to local guidance, it is important to use an
instrument with which guidance services are familiar.

Contact

with Burnside High School, Ashburton College, and the
Vocational Guidance Service in Christchurch suggested the
A.P.U. would fit this category.

The program developed to

administer an interest inventory via computer (described
in Appendix One), is designed around the A.P.U.
The Guide was developed over a period of years by
S.J. Closs, the version used here being distributed in
1975.

The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook,

(Buros, 1972)
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lists an earlier version, the criticisms of which seem to
have now been accounted for.
Certainly, the new manual has few shortcomings in
explanations of use, administration, or scoring.

The manual

is quite detailed with methods of construction, validity,
and reliability covered in some detail.

Campbell (in Buros)

remarked on the construction, and the firm foundation it
gives the Guide.

The item selection was noted as appearing

"to have been done uncommonly well."

The Guide does not

appear in the Eighth edition of the Yearbook.
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CHAPTER THREE

INTRODUCTION
The assessment of the client's interests by a
counsellor is an integral part of guidance.

However, the

client's perception of those interests may often be at odds
with a realistically based appraisal (Slaney, 1980).

The

research in this chapter is an assessment of the discrepancy
between perceived and measured vocational interests among a
sample of secondary school students.

The nature of the

investigation also allows the collection of data on the
effect of the act of completing an interests inventory upon
the individual's perception of his interests.
Osipow presents the role of theory in the field of
Vocational Psychology as an integration of disjointed
research findings into a meaningfully organised body of
knowledge (1973, p 5).

The first section of this chapter

will place this research within the framework of the use of
interests in guidance.

INTERESTS AS A PART OF VOCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Defining interests means placing the concept within
the individual's vocational and self knowledge.

They are,

in fact, part of a multiple relationship which Thompson (1973)
describes as intricate and largely inexplicable.

Thompson

cites abilities, aptitudes, aspirations, and interests as
factors of relationship.

One does not necessarily lead to

another, but a strong feeling in one may motivate feelings
along ~imilar lines in others.
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Strong (1943)

1

categorises interests as learned

aspects of behaviour, and presents them as being part of
an amalgam, rather than separate entities.

Ferguson (1960),

supports this duality concept, defining aptitude as a joint
function of ability and interests.

Interests and aptitudes

may be important as behavioural correlates.

Jenkins (1962)

produces data outlining aggression, anti-social behaviour,
and delinquency, as possible results of a significant
discrepancy between the two.
This multiplicity of factors is also observable in
some of the determinants of interests.

Schneider, et al,

(1980), review and research the parental effects on personality
development of a child.

It appears that parental personality

may influence that of the child, more so if that child is
female.

Physiological development may also affect the

development of interests.

Singer (1978) found that sufferers

of visual refraction error (myopia) score lower on the
Infrequent Response scale of the Holland Vocational Interests
Inventory.

A similar effect is found when the Strong-

Campbell is used as the measurement inventory.
Interests, then, are developed as part of

ct
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maturation process, the determinants of, and the effects of,
the result tied with other facets of the person.

SEARCHING FOR A DEFINITION
Recent texts, concentrating on career development,
tend to ignore interests as an area for discussion, and do
not present any definition even when devoting length to the
concept.
1

Peitrofesa and Spilete (1975), list interests twice,

Jenkins, E.R. 1962
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and neither refer to substantive investigation.

More

surprisingly, Campbell, in the 1973 SVIB Manual, does not
define the subject on which the manual is based.
Closs (1975), presents a comprehensive definition of
Vocational Interests.

The terms Interests and Vocational

Interests are seen as being interchangal::ile as Vocational
Interests are the results of Interests in general being
applied to Occupational material, thus, there is no real
difference.

Closs's definition, however, presents a view

of what the interest inventory is supposedly measuring, so
the wording is slanted to the vocational aspect.
"Interest is the subjective experience of pleasure
or satisfaction derived from and intrinsic to certain
types of activities to which an individual finds he
can give a full yet comparatively effortless concentration of his attention.

The particular activities

giving rise to it are thought to be those in which
the individual's capacity to appreciate, understand,
and control the environmental factors involved are
more or less matched by the demands of the activity.
Interests may be regarded as traits, belonging with
attitudes and needs, to the general area of motivation,
but distinguished from the former in that attitudes
involve beliefs as well as feelings and pertain to
objects and actions of a purely social nature, and
from the latter in that needs are related to
physiological, psychological, or social states rather
than to activities.

They also differ from motives of

a more immediate nature in being of relatively long
duration at relatively stable strength."
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This definition gives rise to seven main attributes of
interests:
1.

they are subjective

2.

they involve a pleasant feeling

3.

they are intrinsic to the activities where
experienced

4.

participation in these activities involves
concentration of attention

5.

this concentration is comparatively effortless

6.

these activities occur where the individual's
capacities are matched by the activities'
demands

7.

on maturation of these interests, they become
relatively stable.

THE USE OF THE INTEREST INVENTORY
Campbell (1973) gives a brief outline of the
development of the interest inventory.

One of the earliest

attempts to deal specifically with interests is presented in
an article by Thorndike (1913), in the Popular Science
Monthly.

Entitled, "The Permanence of Interests and Their

Relation to Abilities", the article concluded:
"Either because one likles what he can do well, or
because one gives zeal and effort to what he likes ...
interest and ability are bound very closely together •.
either may be used as a symptom f0r the other as
well as for itself." Campbell p 345
The inventory method has its foundations at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology at Pittsburgh shortly after W.W.I.
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Work included the measuring of mechanical and social interests
of engineers (1921), and all groups (1924), as well as
distinguishing between successful and unsuccessful salesmen
by their interests (1924).

Miner (1922) researched the use

of the inventory enabling interests to be measured.

Strong

and Paterson increased the scope and standardisation of the
inventory, and developed scoring keys.
The inventory has its purpose in increasing the self
awareness of clients (Closs).
to administer the inventory to?

Who, however, is it necessary
Zytowski (1973), argues that

the use of inventories is limited to those who have a choice
of occupation, or who wish to plan for a career.

O'Neil (1980)

suggests that administration be dependent on individual
differences and the djfferential patterns of career choice
and development.

O'Neil, Closs, and Ginzberg (1971) all

restrict use on the need for self awareness, whereas Zytowski
argues on social grounds.

The interest inventory is seen

as a tool to aid comprehension of interests.
The call to recognise and research this issue has been
frequently voiced by Holland.1 Obviously all clients do not
have the same counselling needs, and this difference is often
accentuated by cultural differences in multiracial societies
(Harrington and O'Shea 1980).

Care must therefore be taken

when using these instruments, to do so with clients informed
of their proper use, and to do so within the limits of their
design.

Slaney (1980) is one of the few researchers to

present a basis for classifying clients, with the use of an
Occupational Alternatives Questionnaire, those expressing a
first choice, being routed around interest measurement.

1

From Slaney, 1980
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Whether such a method is effective is, as yet, unproven.

So

too, however, is the questioning procedure of the counsellor.
It is possible that a strongly expressed interest area is
the result of inadequate information, whereas the operation
of the inventory demands presentation of several different
jobs connected with any one area.
How large a discrepancy between perceived and
measured interests exists amongst those persons of an age
to begin looking for a career?

If these perceived interests

are based on inadequate information, the use of an interests
inventory may, in itself, alter the perception of those
interests.
The following investigation was designed primarily to
provide counsellors with some data on the degree of difference
between perceived and measured interests among school leaving
age students.

The design also allows collection of data of

the effect of completing an inventory, without feedback of
results, on the perception of interests.

METHODOLOGY
The questionnaire used in the survey of secondary
school students was presented in two parts.

The first

contained the written instructions and the question format.
This consisted of the names and descriptions of the eight
A.P.U. categories as used by Closs.
labelled alphabetically A-H.

The categories were

Also in the question form was

a male or female standard form A.P.U. Booklet.

The standard

form was used as the sample contained fifth formers, and
the advanced form is intended for an older age group.
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The second form comprised of six sections, each of
which was a score sheet.

Sections One and Two required the

ranking and scaling of the eight A.P.U. categories in order
of preference.

The purpose of the ranking was to give the

subject a chance to order the categories, to aid the scaling.
The scaling was completed on an un-nurnbered line on which was
a 'Like' end and a

'Dislike' end.

The ends were not labelled,

instead, in the centre of the line were arrows, one labelled
'like more', the other,

'like less'.

This was done to avoid

placing the categories next to a numbered or labelled point,
merely implying where the extremes were likely to be.

The

scaling was included to provide a subjective measure of
interest in the categories, which could be compared with an
A.P.U. summary score.
Section Three of the second form was an A.P.U. score
sheet.

Sections Four and Five were another set of ranking

and scaling figures, and section Six contained biographical
data collection questions.

Section Six included sex, age,

whether the subject had received any vocational counselling,
the subjects choice of future occupation, and whether return
to school was due to not being able to find employment.
Administration was standard over all the schools
involved.

The requested classes were gathered together in

a hall or large room, and each student was handed the forms.
Then, step by step, the questionnaire was explained, with
the use of large scale drawings on the ranking, scaling, and
A.P.U. answer forms.

The multiple gathering was to lessen

disruption to the school timetable, and occured either after
assembly or during a form period.

In order to gain approval

to approach students, minimal disruption had to be assured,
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and to this end the students were required to complete the
forms out of school hours.
Realising that this would result in a small return,
schools were requested to supply at least twice as many
students as were envisaged for statistical analysis.
proved to only just be adequate.

This

The forms were collected

from the schools over the following week, and many thanks
are due to the staff members to co-operated in this collection.

SAMPLE 1: SAMPLING UNEMPLOYED: IMPOSSIBLE?
Originally, the study was to have included an equal
number of unemployed and employed students, matched for age.
The school score sheets contained on the first page a space
for studentsto list the names and phone numbers of persons
who were in their class and who were now unemployed.

The

students were instructed not to enter these names unless
they had checked with the person concerned beforehand.

The

idea here, was to begin a snowball sample technique from
the initial names.

Three quarters of those names which did

get offered were those of school pupils on whom a joke was
being played.

Of those who were unemployed, at least half

were no longer willing to complete the form, a quarter had
never been approached by the student, and, in all, a mere
thirty were gleaned from the four schools.

Those from

Ashburton were given a choice of being visited, being given
a stamped addressed envelope to return the form in, or
attending one of two sessions at a local primary school.
Although most opted for the latter, only two people actually
attended.

Two questionnaires were returned through the mail.
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In Christchurch, the choice was enlarged.

Persons

could be sent or delivered the forms, could collect the
forms from two sites, or could attend sessions during the
day in the city, or in the evening at Unviersity.

Of all

who said they wished to complete the form, only six complied,
most of these by attending in the city.

There were no

further names forthcoming for the snowball effect.
It was then decided to advertise in the local newspapers on Friday and Saturday evenings, and Saturday and
Monday mornings, in the 'personal' and 'situations vacant'
columns.

A small cash remuneration ($2) was offered to

those who completed the form, in order to cover expenses in
bus fares etc.

Although some thirty persons indicated a

wish to comply, only seven actually arrived at a session or
returned a form.

No further names were gleaned for a snow-

ball sample from this source either.
In view of time restrictions, it was then decided only
to pursue the student population in this study.

Initially,

six schools replied to a letter of introduction, and agreed
to take part in the survey.

Unfortunately, Mairehau High

School was unable to supply a date on which the required
fifth, sixth and seventh formers could be gathered together
at one time, which was mutually agreeable, and did not wish
the disruption of two separate visits.

St Thomas's of

Canterbury College was also eliminated through the small
return (11) of score sheets from the students.
The schools, Ashburton College, Villa Maria College,
Burnside High School and Riccarton High School, each supplied
two classes of fifth and sixth formers, and the seventh form.
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The fifth and sixth forms, if classes were streamed, were
requested to be of average ability composition, that is, as
representative as possible of an unstreamed class.
In all, twenty pupils from each form from each school
were desired.

This quota was filled,

well over half

in RnmP

r.l~RRPR_

though attrition was

The co-ed schools provided

a reasonable proportion of male to female ratio.

A break-

down of the population is presented in Appendix Three.

ANALYSIS
The data collected were first re-coded into a form
able to be handled by multivariate techniques.

The A.P.U.

sheets were scored and then the preference and L-D scores
were combined in the algorithm presented by Closs (1975,
p 152) into Summary Scores.

(For the A.P.U. user, this

summary algorithm approximates the diagram on the front of
the A.P.U. Score Sheet).

In fact, this algorithm produces

scores with values between 10 and 90, so a scoring overlay
was devised which divided the scaling line equally between
these values.

The transparent overlay allowed scoring a

value to the placement of a letter.

The scale was devised

to give a subjective rating of interests, and the A.P.U. was
given to obtain a measured rating.
The raw data, therefore, takes the form of three sets
of scalings of eight categories for each subject.

To process

this data a degree of relationship between subjective and
measured interests was obtained by calculating Pearson's
correlation coefficient between the subjective scalings and
the A.P.U. summary score.

This relationship or similarity
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was used because the object of the subsequent analysis was
to determine whether or not there exists a factor or
combination of factors which enable a counsellor to predicrt::
that relationship.

Although the correlation removes

"within-subject" variance, the "between-stj.bject" variance
is not affected, as the correlations are calculated separately
for each subject.

(The calculation of correlations was done

using the COMPUTE command in S.P.S.S.)
Two types of analysis were used on the data.

Multiple

regression analysis allows the construction of a prediction
equation (Kim and Kahout, 1975).

Regression gives a

weighting to each independent variable, given as the B score
(not Beta), and a constant, the combination of which will
give a prediction equation.
Thus, if three independent variables are used in
regression on our dependent factor (say, age, income and
education) and the following Band constant values are
obtained:-B

Constant

Age

.1296

Inc

. 0089

Ed.

.0018

A

2.9889

the prediction equation using these three variables would be
Y' = 2.9889 + .1296 (Age Score)+.0089(Inc Score)+.0018(Ed Score)
The overall accuracy of this prediction equation is
reflected by R2 , the proportion of variance explained by the
variables included in the Regression equation.

Accuracy in
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absolute units is found using the standard error of estimate
for the regression equation.
R

2

If the example above had an

= 2.822 and a standard error of .8604, then we know that

28.2 per cent of the variance in the dependent variable is
explained by the variables included in the regression
equation, and that predicted dependent variable scores will
deviate, with a 68.2% chance, from actual scores by .8604
units on the dependent variable scale.
However, as the independent variables are often
expressed in differing units, it is difficult to determine
their relative importance on the basis of the univariate B
value.

Use of the Partial B allows observation of the effect

of one standard deviation change in the independent variable
on the dependent variable.
Whereas Multiple Regression is a linear technique,
allowing determination of a factor, or combination of factors,
to predict the degree of each persons' awareness, the second
technique used, Multiple Discriminant Function Analysis, allows
for the maximum separation of groups.

In order to use the

Discriminant procedure, the correlations have to be grouped.
This procedure, of course, lessens the "between-subject"
variance, with the result that the sensitivity of the analysis
to the data is somewhat lessened.
The two methods are used to complement each other.

The

Multiple Regression constructs a best fit line through the
data, giving a prediction equation which has taken into
account the full sensitivity of the data gathered.

The

Discriminant Analysis allows prediction of high, low or
medium relationships.

Thus, from the data, one may establish

an equation which will give a value for each new subject on
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an equal interval scale, or allow the placing of that subject
into a group representing a low, medium, or high relationship
between subjective and measured interests.

The former has

the advantage of giving a reflection of the true accuracy of
a prediction based on the gathered data, while the latter,
which will indubitably have a higher predictive accuracy, is
an artifact geared to meet a practising counsellors' needs.
For the Discriminant Analysis, the correlations were
divided into five groups, values between O and 0.2 being group
one, 0.2 and 0.4 group two, and so on.

These groups were

very unequal with respect to the number of cases contained,
so the first, second and third groups were recoded into a
single group.
Discriminant Analysis is used here as a classification
technique (Klecka, 1975).

A set of independent variables is

found which provides satisfactory discrimination for cases
with known group memberships.

Thus, a set of classification

functions can be derived which will permit the classification
of new cases with unknown membership.

As many different

discriminating variables have been used here, a stepwise
procedure available with S.P.S.S. was used.

This procedure

begins by selecting the variable which most improves that
discrimination, and so on.

At each step, variables already

chosen may be removed if they reduce the discrimination when
combined with more recently selected variables.
In order to predict the probability that the self
awareness of interests of a non-sample student belongs to a
certain group, we can use the characteristics that have been
successful in predicting the classification of a sample of
students.

A check on the adequacy of the discriminant

functions is carried out by observing what percentage of
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the original set of data they can correctly classify.

These

produce a probability of membership to each group, and the
case is assigned to the group with the highest probability.
Multivariate analysis was used for this data as
univariate statistics would be misleading (see Leary 1980).
However, in the analysis of the effect of the completion of
the A.P.U. on the subject's perceived interests, univariate
statistics were used, in the form of a T-Test.
used was one of paried samples.
were tested in this way.

The method

Three sets of paired data

If the correlation between the first

scaling and the A.P.U. summary scores are regarded, for the
individual, as a pre treatment score, the correlation
between the second scaling and the summary scores can be
regarded as a post treatment score.

An objection may be

raised that a correlated T-Test is being performed on
correlations, and the results would be nonsensical.

It is

essential to regard the correlations as two indicants of
similarity between scores, and it is this similarity that is
being investigated.
Secondly, all pairs of raw data,

(i.e. each subject's

first scaling of Natural, with his second scaling of Natural,
the first scaling of Artistic with the second scaling of
Artistic, and so on), were tested to see if, across all pairs,
a significant change was present.

Thirdly, each category

was tested across all subjects to see how the second testing
result was constituted.

RESULTS
Multiple Regression
Presented below are the values for the independent
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variables gained by multiple regression with the dependent
variable being the correlation between scaling 1 and the
A.P.U. score.

Included are the values of R2 and the Standard

Error of the Estimate, as well as the multiple regression
summary table.
Table M 1

MULTIPLE R

0.21328

R SQUARE

0.04549

ADJUSTED R SQUARE

0. 0 O714

STANDARD ERROR

n
V

•

?l?hh
V
'-'

&.,

_.__

Variables Used in the AnalY-sis
Table M 2

YRS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

RET

-

If returned to school when couldn't find a job

CAT

=

Which school attended

HRS
SEX
AGE
FRM
REL
CON

Hours of counselling attended
Sex of subject
Age in years of subject
Form attended at school
Religious denomination
Whether have ever had counselling
No. of years at secondary school

Table D 1 and D 2
Functions 1 and 2 are described in table D2
Table D 3
Groups 3, 4, 5 are groupings of the correlations between the
first scaling of the A.P.U. measure.

O and .6
Group 4, Correlations between .6 and .8
Group 5, Correlations between .8 and 1.0
*See page 45 for further description
Group 3,

Correlations between

Table T 1
TB is the correlation between the first scaling and the
A.P.U. Measure for each subject.
Z6 is the correlation between the second scaling and the
A.P.U. measure for each subject.
Table T 2
Pre is each part of all subjects first scaling.
Post is each part of all students second scaling
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Table M 2
VARIABLE

R SQUARE

RSQ CHANGE

SIMPLE R

PARTIAL B

HRS

0.00081

0.00081

-0.02853

0.1058878E-02

SEX

0.00095

0.00013

-0.01156

0.1090806E-0l

AGE

0.01980

0.01886

0.13454

0.2076058E-01

FRM

0.02474

0.00493

0.15163

0.4416883E-01

REL

0.02859

0.00385

-0.06514

-0.1265798E-0l

CON

0.02877

0.00018

-0.00342

0.3785573E-02

YRS

0.03210

0.00334

0. 10 89 3

-0 1.2084487E-01

RET

0.03586

0.00376

0.04412

0.5350479E-01

CAT

0.04549

0.00962

-0.07884

-0.1190145E-01

Discriminant Analysis
The following tables present the Canonical Discriminant
Functions (1), the standardized coefficients of these (2), and
the classification results (3) on the basis of function 1.
Table D 1
FUNCTION

EIGENVALUE PERCENT OF
VARIANCE

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

CANONICAL
CORRELATION

l*

0.02858

59.98

59.98

0.1666861

2*

0.01906

40.02

100.00

0.1367774

AFTER
WILKS'LAMBDA CHI-SQUARED
FUNCTION
0

0.9540275

1

0.9812820

10.683
4.2870

D.F.

SIGNIFICANCE

6

0.0987

2

0.1172

Table D 2
STANDARDIZED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
FUNC

1

FUNC

2

CAT

-0.44716

-0.61312

AGE

0.75006

0.19787

RET

0.72508

-0.68576
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Table D 3

-

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

NO. OF
CASES

ACTUAL GROUP

PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIP
4
5
3

GROUP

3

58

17
29. 3%

21
36.2%

GROUP

4

102

21
20.6%

39.2%

40.2%

14. 7%

23
30.7%

54.7%

1
33.3%

2
66.7%

0
0.0%

GROUP

75

5

UNGROUPED CASES

41

40

11

3

20
34.5%

41

PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED:

41. 70%

T. Test Results
Table T 1 is the matched pairs T-Test for the pre and
post correlations.

Table T 2 is the T-Test for all pairs of

data, and T 3 the results of T-Test by category.
Table T 1
VARIABLE

NUMBER
OF CASES

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

STANDARD * (DIFFERENCE)
ERROR *
MEAN
*

T8
0,6827

0.223

*

0.014

*

240
0. 712 8

0.232

-0.0302

*

0.015

Z6

*

STANDARD
DEVIATION
0.159

STANDARD*
2-TAIL
ERROR
*CORR. PROB.

*
T
* VALUE

*
*0.757 0.000

* -2.94

0.010

DEGREES OF 2-TAIL
FREEDOM
PROB.

*
239

0.004
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Table T 2
VARIABLE

NUMBER
OF CASES

MEAN

STANDARD
.-DEVIATION

STANDARD
ERROR

PRE
54.2281

24.983

0.570

1920
55.0672

25.344

0.578

*
*
*
*
*
*

(DIFFERENCE)
MEAN

-0.8391

POST
STANDJ1.RD
DEVIATION
13.535

Table T 3

STl-lJ.~JDli.,_RD

ERROR
0.309

*
*

2-TJ1.IL
CORR. PROB.

*
*

T
VALUE

*

0.855 0.000

*

-2.72

DEGREES OF
FREEDOM
1919

2-TJ1.IL
PROB.
0.007

is presented overleaf

Description of variables in Table T 3
The variables Scientific, Social Service, . . . . . . . ,Natural,
are those categories used by the A.P.U. Interests guide.
Factors 1 and 3 for each category represent all subjects
scaling scores for that category.
3 for the second scaling.

1 for the first scaling,

TABLE

T 3

VARIABLE

NUMBER
OF
CASES

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

STANDARD *(DIFFERENCE)
ERROR *
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

T
STANDARD*
2-TAIL *
ERROR *CORR. PROB* VALUE

DEGREES OF
FREEDOM

2-TAIL
PROB

--------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------l
Scientific

3
l

Social
Service

55.6458

27.022

l. 744

57.6417

27.260

l. 760

240

-------

-

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*o.848 0.000* -2.06
*
*
*
*
*

-1. 9958

14.983

0.976

239

0.040

-----*----------------------------------r-----------*----------------------------

55.9208

25.933

1.674

*
*

56.7792

26.369

l.702

*

240

-0.8583

13.783

*
*
*
0.890 *0.861 0.000** -0.96
*

239

0.336

*

*
3
*
*
----------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------1
l

57.2333
General
Service

22.159

l.430

240

*
*

*

*
*
*

-1.1083

14.357

0.927

*~,

*o.801 0.000* -l.20

239

0.233

239

0.188

*
*

*
*
*
--1--------------------------------------------;----------------------------------r-----------;,
58.3417

23.253

l. 501

44. 7208

23.97l

l.54 7

45.7958

23.803

l.536

3

Literary

240

3

*
*
*

*
-1. 0750

12.605

o.814

*o.861 0.000'<-1.32

*
*

*

;,

'<
i<

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- x-----------,~--------------------------~
.l
51.5958
23. 372
l. 509 *
*
,<
*
Artistic 240
l3.l72
0.850 *0.844 0.000 ,;;-1.40
239
0.162
23 _796
52 _7875
1 _536 * -l.1917
3

*
*
-----------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~
l

46.1708

Computat- 240
ional

45.9625

27.245

27.584

1.759

1.781

*
*
*

0.2083

ll.455

0. 739

*

*

*o.913 0.000
*

,1e

*

0.28

239

o. 778

,1e

3
*
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------r----------r--------------------------~
l
.
56.3042
22.474
l.451 *
*
*
Pr;ctical 240
-0.2042
13.522
0.873 *0.818 0.000 1e -0.23
239
0.815
22 _403
56 _5083
1 _446 :
'./<

--------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------r----------*-----------------·---------~
l
*
Natural

240

66 · 2333
66. 7208

20 · 577
21.186

1 · 328

*
*

-0.4875

l4.l67

0.914

*o.770 0.000 *-0.53

239

0.594

*
*
3
*
*
*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l. 368
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It should be noted that although data were gathered on
the occupations of the subject's parents, these are not
included in the analysis.

Use of these data resulted in

losing one third of the sample through missing values.
Analysis was carried out with this reduced sample, and as
the categories did not aid prediction or discrimination,
they were dropped in favour of a larger sample.
The first value reported in the Regression Analysis
2

summary is that of R.

This value explains the proportion

of variance accounted for by the independent variables:
thus 1-R 2 gives the variance unaccounted for.

The bio-

graphical data gathered account for only 4.5% of variance,
that is, some 95% of variance remains unaccounted for.
These factors, or combination of factors, therefore, do not
seem to

be of much assistance in determining self-awareness

of interests.
We can learn from observation of the individual factor
results, however.

The Partial B values can be used as

measures of the influence of each independent variable upon
the correlation, with adjustments made for the other
independent variables.

We find that those variables with

the most influence are KET (whether returned to school
because unemployed

or not), FRM (which Form in at school),

and AGE (in years).

These scores may be used as an indicator

of which variables to pursue in future research.
The lack of influence of those variables indicates
that there would be little point in attempting to construct
a prediction equation from the B values.
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Use of the Wilks stepwise inclusion method to sort
out independent variables with some dis.criminating power
resulted in only three of the nine variables passing the
criterion for selection.

The eigenvalues and their associated

canonical correlations denote the relative ability of each
function to separate the groups.

Relatively, they are both

useful, so we look to Wilks Lambda to see how useful they are
when references to the sample¢.

Wilks Lambda shows us that

in all the independent variables, little discriminating power
exists, and of that that does exist, Function 1 contains a
fair proportion of it (see 1 Wilks Lambda).
Looking to the classification of cases,
find confirmation of the above reasoning.

(D,3), we

The most powerful

function that can be derived from the variables given can
only correctly classify 41.7% of the cases.

Again, although

the analysis has pointed to variables which are stronger in
discriminating than others, there is no significant discrimination.

Interestingly, the third variable, following on

from AGE and RET, is CAT (the school the subject comes from).
This, however, may be an artifact of the sampling.
Comparing the two sets of results, we see that although
the predictive accuracy of the discriminant analysis is much
higher than that of the multiple regression, those values gained
from the regression suggest the difference is mainly an
artifact of the groupings.

Thus, use of the multiple

regression can prevent, in a case where the predictive
accuracy is acceptably high in the discriminant analysis,
making false assumptions about the data.
T. Tests
Tables Tl and T 2

show the effects that administration

of the A.P.U. have had upon the perception of interests.
is a T-Test on the change in the correlation from the

T 1
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perceived scale to the measured scale.

Apparently the higher

correlation of the post experimental scaling with the
A.P.U. scores (represented by Z6 on the Table) is significantly
different from the pre scores correlation (T 8), not to be
attributable to error variance in the data.
level,

The significance

(p<.004) in traditional statistics, allows us to

support an hypothesis that completing the A.P.U. without
feedback has an effect on the correlation of scalings with
A.P.U. summary scores.
Observation of Table T 2 shows that when the administration of an A.P.U. is analysed for effect across all
scores in the first and second scalings, the result obtained
is also significant (P<.007).

Traditionally, we could reject

a null hypothesis that completing the A.P.U. has no effect
on the scaling of the eight A.P.U. categories.
Table T 3 explores this effect across categories in
scaling one and scaling two.

We find here that the effect

of the completion of the A.P.U., while significant overall
to the sample, is not significant within the categories to
any real degree of acceptance.

The Computational and Practical

categories change very little between the scalings, where comparatively, the Scientific category changes quite markedly.
Again, this may be an artifact of the sample, or
alternatively it could be an indicant for interpreting the
use of the A.P.U. within the Canterbury region.

Further

research is needed to clarify this point.
CONCLUSIONS
This research is to be regarded as purely exploratory.
No strong hypotheses were cas~ and therefore much of the
post hoc reasoning given should be regarded as no more
than tentative suggestions of directions for future research.
The investigation was concerned with the effects of perceived
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vocational

interests of secondary school students, and the

providing of counsellors with data on those perceptions.
The way chosen to do this was to investigate the possibility
of prediction of the degree of correlation between perceived
and measured interests by biographical data.

While this

researcher believes that the correlations reported are an
indicant of the degree of self awareness of interests, others
may not.

Beyond this, it seems as if looking solely at

standard biographical data is not enough for prediction.
While acknowledging the danger of post-hoc reasoning, it
I

seems as though those variables connected with age, length
of stay at school, and willingness to be at school are the
type of variables further research should pursue.

Working

with these data has strengthened a belief that a measure of
completeness of the student's information base should be
devised as a predictor of self-awareness of interests.
(Further to this, a breakdown of the degree of self
awareness by school, form and sex is printed in Appendix
Three).
Despite the significance of results, one is wary of
drawing conclusions about the effect of completion of the
A.P.U. without feedback, except to say that there is a
measurable effect.

The wariness sterns from the Table T 3,

the T-Test on the categories.

This shows how little is

realised by the overall T-Tests (Tables T 1 and T 2), on
this sample.

The question of sampling arises here, and a

pointer to further research is that the sample should be as
well defined as possible.

The sample used in this research

was not as spread across all students as may be desirable,
and the persons who did not return the forms may have
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constituted one particular group.
Any further research in this area would be very time
consuming, involving individual administration of the A.P.U.
across all students sampled to ensure accuracy.

In the

interest of ensuring privacy to the subject, the forms used
in this research did not ask for some data.

Subsequent forms

should do so, thus ensuring the sample is evenly spread.
Examples of such data would be class at school, race, job
experience, and so on.
Subsequent studies should also attempt to investigate
employed and unemployed persons of the same age group.

To

gain a large sample, however, substantial funding may be
required.
In all, further research into this area can only aid
the counsellor and, therefore, the counsellee.

Ample areas

of study are still available, and not least of these is a
way of discerning the self awareness of the individual.
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CHAPTER FOUR

INTRODUCTION
The research in this chapter was prompted by what
appears to be a gap in the literature concerning the
presentation of tests via Visual Display Units (V.D.U.s).
This area does not include computer scoring or analysis of
tests administered via other media.
For present purposes, a V.D.U. is of the cathode
ray type, although chemical and electroluminescent screens
are available.

Input is administered through a keyboard,

although systems using a light pen for response are
available.
The research in this area tends to be ergonomically,
rather than psychometrically, orieted.

Thus, various

sources discuss screen size, readability, resolution,
reflection, brightness, contrast, colour, refresh rate,
message size, information type, fatigue, angle of screen,
response speed, and some physiological effects.

1

All these

factors should be kept in mind when programming for the
inexperienced user.

When establishing a permanent system,

one may specify the equipment used, whereas, in research,
it is often a case of adapting what is available.

EQUIPMENT EFFECTS
There are several equipment-dependent effects which
may prove distracting to the user.

Foremost amongst these

are the readability of the screen, the angle and distance
from the user, fatigue, and physiological problems,
l

From Shear, 1979
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including eyestrain, epilepsy, and migraine.

Research in

these areas is minimal, and reference is best sought in
the engineering or human factors sections of library or
source material.
Wilkins,

(1978), shows that epileptics are least

reactive to small, low luminence, black and white screen?,
of the type found commonly at computer terminals.

Micro-

processor manufacturers, however, encourage the use of
colour screens, and it is necessary to ensure alphanumerics
are printed as white on black, thus reducing the area of
the retina stimulated.

Parameters of spatial and temporal

frequency can be stabilized by reducing, if not halting,
the scrolling rate.

Wilkins encourages reduction of the mean

luminence of the screen, as it is "necessary to effectively
reduce the likelihood

of paraoxymal activity."

On most

screens this means adjusting the brightness, and no adjustment of contrast will occur.

PSYCHOMETRIC EFFECTS
Little research has covered the effects of V.D.U.
administration on Psychometric devices.

Reardon and

Kahnweiler (1980) examined pencil-and-paper and tactile
board administrations of S.D.S., and the choice of their use
amongst subjects.

Results indicate sex and academic

achievement differences in preference of form.

Such preference

may be a factor in overall performance as well, although the
research did not enter the field.
A change of format of presentation may also affect
the impression of the test

gained by the subject.

For
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example, the program used in this research presents single
pairs of interests, and the scoring of that pair, on the
screen at one time.

The standard presentation involves a

multi-answer score sheet, and a booklet of activity pairs.
While the program gives little cue to the length of the
test, the score sheet gives direct comparison of the amount
completed with that remaining.
A reason for the lack of research on the effects of
V.D.U. administration on the psychometric properties of a
test may be that many tests are developed for that particular
program.

This is the case with the SIGI system of Katz (1973),

and of Schmidt,

(1978), Newsom (1978), Haase (1979), and

Price, Michal, and O'Neil (1978).

However, complacency

through having developed one's own psychometric device
specifically for a program is unwarranted.

In fact, these

devices are most often developed, validated, and researched
from information collected with pencil-and-paper forms.
Such data collection is, admittedly, less expensive,
less time consuming, and more convenient for scattered
sample populations, but hardly reassuring.

Some research

concerned the ~ffects of computerized and ordinary feedback.
(Briµgmann and Christian 1979, and Millar and Cochran 1979).
This area should be regarded with some trepidation, as
machine presentation of results may add to Thompson's
misconception of exactitude.

The one study found that

directly focused on the psychometric properties of the test
was that of Cory (1977).

This research presents predictive

validity for both experimental pencil-and-paper and the
V.D.U. administered operational tests.

Cory concludes that

the validity is not negatively altered by computer
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administration.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH ON RELIABILITY
The following investigation compares the overall
effect of V.D.U. presentation, against that of pencil-andpaper administration, on Reliability.

That is, if score

fluctuation occurs as a result of factors irrelevant to
the test.
There are four main ways of determining the
reliability of a test.

Test-retest requires two sessions for

each person, and is subject to variance in external factors
acting on a person.

Too many factors can be left unaccounted

for, for this to be a sensitive instrument with an ipsative
inventory.

Alternate form reliability is excluded here

through the practical difficulty of constructing a comparible
form from a different base population in a short time.
Kuder-Richardson reliability is based on the formula
The commonly used

developed in 1937 (Anasta~pll6l

formula 20 cannot be applied to inventories, and the
generalised coefficient alpha given in formula 1 cannot be
used with ipsatively scored tests, as the denominator
becomes zero.
k

FORMULA

1

r = k-1

l - n}::Q

2 -

n}::}{ 2

}::T2

(}::x) 2

Ebel,pp327-330
Use of this would preclude investigation of the preference
scores of the A.P.U.
The design constructed uses Split-Half reliability
to measure effects on the content sampling or internal
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consistancy of the Guide.

METHODOLOGY
The problem of splitting the Guide to obtain
equivalent halves is eased by the construction used by
Closs (1975).

The A.P.U. is designed in two technically

identical halves.

That is, the positions of two combinations

of activities, e.g. NA with LI, or SC with AR; in the first
fifty six pairs of the Guide is identical with that
combination's position in the second fifty six pairs.

The

similarity is technical only, as one cannot judge the exact
similarity of the items themselves over all individuals.
This is an individual constant over one sitting, as are
fatigue effects.
Both conditions were concluded in the same manner.
All subjects were familiarised with the equipment before
beginning.

No subject had encountered the A.P.U. before,

and the nature of the Guide, and the construction behind the
scoring mechanism were carefully explained.

(This method

proved very effective as instruction for completing the
Guide).

No subject was informed beforehand of the existence

of the other condition.

SUBJECTS
A total of forty subjects were used.

Although

several subjects were used to establish the techniques of
administration, these were not included in the final
analysis.

Subjects were matched as closely as possible

for age and V.D.U. experience.

All were male, between 19
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and 27 years, and of high educational achievement.
had attended University).

(All

Experience with the V.D.U. was

established by questioning the subject.

(This applied only

to V.D.U. experience as an operator for a length of time.
Screen games were not counted as V.D.U. experience).

Both

groups contained six subjects who satisfied this definition.
Degree of experience was regarded as secondary to age
matching due to age effects on interest stability.

EQUIPMENT
The pencil-and-paper administration took place with
the standard A.P.U. booklet and answer sheets.

The V.D.U.

administration used the program described in Appendix One,
altered to score the two halves.

A TRS-80 processor unit

(32K-RAM) with Level II basic inrom and a 12 ,inch cathode
ray black and white screen was used.

ANALYSIS
Splitting a test means effectively halving the
length of the test when determining reliability.

The

Spearman-Brown formula (2) was used to correct for the
half length.

FORMULA

2

rlI

=

2r' 1 I
1 + r' lI

Anastasi(l976)p116

Rulon (1939) has devised a measure which does not require
this lengthening process, however, results for split-half
are commonly reported in terms of Spearman-Brown figures,
and Closs (1975) used them, so the need for the alternate
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form was not found.

RESULTS
The results below are the r 1 I for Computer ( C/C)
and Pencil-and-Paper (P/P) administrations.

Table 1

gives both the Spearman-Brown coefficients and the
Pearsons r from which these were derived.
the figures which Closs obtained
standarisation sample of N = 2290.

Table 2 presents

for Males from his
It should be noted that

Closs's reliabilities are for the Preference scores of each
category, rather than for the overall reliability as this
research presents.

Closs does not present the reliability

of the summary scores, but as this score represents an
amalgam of both Preference and Like minus Dislike scores it
was felt the summary scores would reflect the overall
reliability which is that sought by users.
Split-half testing requires the Spearman-Brown
correction of the correlation (here Pearsons) obtained.
This is a correction for the attenuation of n that comes
about as a consequence of halving the length of the test.
Table 1 contains the Pearsons Coefficients and the
Spearman-Brown corrections of those coefficients.
TABLE ONE
CONDITION
Computer
Administered

Pencil &
Paper

SPEARMAN-BROWN

.8955

.9449

.8628

.9264

.7968

.887

. 8112

.896

SUMMARY
SCORES

Pencil &
Paper
Computer
Administered

PEARSONS

PREF
SCORES
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TABLE TWO
SC

ss

GS

LI

AR

co

PR

NA

. 8 32

.804

.783

.822

.810

• 8 79

.852

.837

I'

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

With several qualifications, it can be said that
this exploratory work has not discovered any alteration in
reliability of the A.P.U. when administered via V.D.U.
However, those qualifications may mean that this
result is not even remotely generizable.

The major factor

to take into account is the sample used.

This sample was

very small, less, in fact, than one hundredth of the
sample Closs used, and thus is far less representative of
individual variation.

Also, all those used in this work

were of above average education.

This means that not only

was the sample biased, it was also using a standard form
instead of the advanced form designed for that sa.imple.
The reliabilities given for Closs's advanced form are
higher than those of the standard form, which may be a
reflection of subject, rather than construction effects.
Furthermore, most of the sample were over the age of
20, an age where interests are seen as having become
reasonably stable.

These subjects had also more likely

been exposed to more jobs than Closs's sample, due to
education and age.
What, then, can be taken from this work.

Firstly,

there is no apparent difference here, although if there was,
it would be treated to the same qualifications as above.
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Secondly, there is the matter of subject response to the
two forms.

Altogether, fifty subjects were given both

forms of administration.

All agreed that, after

explanation, the V.D.U. version was easier and less boring
to complete.

All also agreed that the V.D.U. version

appeared to be quicker to complete.

Some were, in fact,

slower on the V.D.U., but an informal time measurement
showed the majority to be up to fifteen minutes faster.
All subjects agreed that: the screen format was preferable
to that of the pencil and paper version, in terms of ease
of answering and reading questions.

The line which enabled

the changing of answers was also praised, some subjects
mentioning that they had made many minor changes they would
not have bothered with on the pencil and paper form.
Again, however, one must be careful in drawing
conclusions.

Reardon and Kahnweiler (1980) found sex and

academic achievement differences in their tactile board
choice study.
study as well.

This effect may be corning through in this
This sample was sex biased (male), and an

achievement bias (high) was also evident.

One must also

take into account the novelty effect of using V.D.U.
screens, and the general expectancy of exactitude that
computers and micro-processors induce in people.

What may

happen is that the V.D.U. form is felt by subjects to be
more accurate than the pencil-and-paper form.

This sort of

impression is reinforced by people who wear digital
watches.

Wh~reas a person with an extremely accurate

analog watch may say the time is "ten to ten", the digital
watch user tends to say that it is "nine forty eig'l:!1t~'.

The

latter implies exactitude even though his timepiece may be
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wildly inaccurate.

This is another facet of computer

administered testing which needs to be investigated.

FURTHER RESEARCH
The ideas pursued here need further investigation.
The reliability check needs a larger, strictly matched
sample, preferably one which encounters the A.P.U. during
guidance; to make the sample realistic.

The idea of

exactitude may be the more important issue at this stage.
Thompson (1973) has warned of the effects of implied
exactitude in inventories, and this concept applied to
computer administered tests of any kind may explain the
positive results of researchers in the field of testee
reaction to testing.
Cochran)

(Bringmann and Christian, Miller and
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APPENDIX ONE

Explanation and Listing of the Program
This program was written to explore the possibility
of administering the A.P.U. Interests Guide on a micro
computer of the type now becoming available in New Zealand,
especially in secondary schools.
The equipment used was a Tandy Corporation Radio
Shack T.R.S. 80 system, with expansion interface attached,
giving Random Access Memory (R.A.M.) capacity of 32k.

This

equipment was used for developing the program as the editing
facilities far outweigh those of the .Apple, an alternative
system that would have been available.
Three major obstacles had to be overcome in the
development of the program.

The presentation format, a

compact ranking and .scoring system, and a format for the
communication of results.
The presentation of Activity pairs was written in
two parts.

First, each set of pairs was given a single

line, as shown, for example, in line 200.
200

X=2:Y=l: A$= "STUDY THE PROPERTIES OF RADIO

ACTIVE MATERIALS": B$="TREAT AND BANDAGE THE
WOUNDS OF PEOPLE INJURED IN ACCIDENTS":GOSUB' 3000
This line assigns values to X and Y, which define the
appropriate scoring category to which A$ and B$, respectively
belong.

These categories are: 1, Social Service; 2,

Scientific; 3, Artistic; 4, Literary; 5,General Service~
6, Computational; 7, Natural; 8, Practical.
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The A$ and B$ strings are accessed at line 3000
by the GOSUB Command:

3000

A=A+l: C$="¢": D$=" ": E$=" ":CLS:PRINT@ ¢, A:
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT" (A)"; : PRINT A$: PRINT: PRINT:
PRINT: "OR": PRINT" (B) "; B$: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"'"7-----------CHOOSE (Z) OR (B) ;:INPUT C$

(A= the activity pair number)
After the subject has answered each section, the results
are accumulated into the file (Lines 4000-4060), and command
returns to the next activity pair where x, y, A$, and B$
are redefined.
The advantage of this format is that where R.A.M.
st0rage is limited, the activity pairs can be entered via
a disk or tape file.

Use of files does slow the process,

however.
The second problem was that of ranking the scores for
presentation.

Ranking in BASIC where space is limited is

difficult, however the system used here reduces the ranking
to 14 lines, 8 of which are used to define strings.

The

listing reference is lines 5875-6070.
The final, and most important problem, lay in the
communication of results to the subject and the counsellor.
Initial data is in the form of a summary, ranked according
to preference, and including a summary score given by the
algorithm devised by Closs (pg 152, A.P.U. Manual, 1975).
These data are shown in plate six.

The data were ranked

by prefe:rence score rather than summary score to allow the
administrator to demonstrate the effect of preference and
Like minus Dislike scores to the subject.

This effect is

demonstrated by the NA and AR plots on plate seven.
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Miller and Cochran (1979), in a comparison of four
methods of reporting results to students, cite evidence
favouring the use of audio-visual presentation, on the
grounds that result recall and overall satisfaction of
subjects is higher.

Thus, the bar graph, interpreted by

the administrator, is probably the best way to communicate,
visually, the results.
On initial evaluation of the program, and on
consultation with some regular A.P.U. users, two further
developments are

being implemented.

These involve (a)

updating the scoring method, to give the counsellor more
information to work with.

This takes the form of answers to

individual questions, set out on the same format as the
questions on pages 113-128 of the A.P.U. Manual; and (b)
transferring the program to Applesoft BASIC, as it appears
that Apple computers are currently being purchased by many
schools in this area.

For any system under 32K R.A.M.,

the fulfillment of (a) means a file system for pairs of
activities has to be used.
Completion of the A.P.U. via the program is relatively
simple, more so, according to the subjects in Part II, than
the pencil and paper form.
Plate 1 gives the initial presentation of the pairs,
requiring a choice of Preference between activities A and B.
Only

0

or

[D

other symbols.

can be entered.

The program rejects any
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PLATE ONE

<A) 00 RESCMCH Bi IlffOYllti TI£ rut.HY Cf PLASTICS

- - - - - - - a - ~i!.__r.·- - - - - - - - - CHOC1S[ (A) Cf. <B). ? _

Having entered

0 , the

program asks whether the subject

likes , dislikes , or feels neutral about activity A (see
plate 2) .

The options are entry of

0 , (EJ

,

[ENTER] Key by itself, which counts as neutral .
PLATE TWO

or the
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On entry (here being

GJ

presented for Activity B .

a similar choice is
(Plate 3)

PLATE THREE

<A> 00 RESEMCH l1i IlfROYllti TI£ fm.ITY Cf f1.AS1ICS

-------a'-

i__r-;- - - - - - - - - -

CH((lf;[ (A) OR CE:). ? A

00 'ff.A.I (U IKE OR (IO ISLHI A?
?L
no 'l'(ll (UIKE OR (D)IfU¥.I I,'?

,,
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Plates 4 and 5 show both the Neutral and Dislike entries
for Activity B .

Evident also

lS

the 'Check' line .

subject enters the wrong symbol, i.e . an
or

0

0

for

'

the entry of

GJ at

0

for a

If a

~

this point will

present the activity pair again, without scoring them .
On entry of

0

the answers are accumulated in the scoring

files, and the next activity pair are presented.

PLA'l'E FIVE

<A)

ro

(:H((IS[

~SEARCH Cf1 Itf'RCNltti TI£ ~ITY Cf FlAS11C-S

(A) OR (B) ? A
I

YOU (L) IKE OR (D) I~UKE A?
?L
DO YOU (UIKE OR (ll)ISLIKE B?
,.,

I(t

IS THIS RIGHT ? (0) YES : . (1) HO ? 0_
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Plate 6 shows the presentation of data , and the options open
for the administrator .

Plate 7 shows option (1), the PLOT .

On pressing !ENTER) , the options are presented again .

Thus ,

the administrator may jump from DATA to PLOT and back again,
to demonstrate a point.
PLATE SI X

PLATE SEVEN

FtOTT£D SWIS

10

%LI

coonu: ~ss 'ooti:'" _

HAARGSSCPRCO
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The following listing does not include the format at line
3000, this having been given in the text.

Line 200 is a

specimen set of activity pairs, from the standard male
form, and is one example of the 112 such lines.

School

counsellors will probably wish to insert the advanced
forms, especially for use with the sixth and seventh forms.

5 ON ERROR GOTO 12000
10 CLEAR 5000
14 CLS:SS=0:SC=0:AR=0:GS=0:CO=0:NA=0:PR=0:SL=0:SD=0:a=0
20 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23) ,"A.P.U. VOCATIONAL INTERESTS GUIDE":
FORI=0TO3000:NEXT
30 CLS:PRINT@0,"THIS IS AN OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS GUIDE:
31 PRINT,"-: IT IS DESIGNED TO HELP YOU FIND WHAT SORT OF
JOB YOU LIKE"
32 PRINT, 11 -:CHOOSE AS IF YOU COULD DO ANY JOB, FOR A DAY"
33 PRINT, 11 -:PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS AS HONESTLY AS YOU
CAN"
40 PRINT,"*******THIS IS NOT A TEST*************"
41 PRINT,"THERE ARE ONLY TWO THINGS TO REMEMBER"
42 PRINT, 11 1; ONLY TYPE IN WHAT YOU ARE ASKED TO, THIS SAVES
TIME"
4 3 PRINT," 2; ALWAYS PRESS THE WHITE +<.ENTER* KEY AFTER YOU
HAVE TYPED SOMETHING I
44 PRINT," PRESS THAT *ENTER* KEY TO GO ON"
45 INPUT
50 PRINT @0,"YOU WILL BE GIVEN PAIRS OF JOBS"
51 PRINT, 11 • • • FIRST CHOOSE WHICH ONE OF THE PAIR YOU WOULD
RATHER DO"
52 PRINT,"(SAY, FOR A DAY)"
53 REM HERE A SCREEN DISPLAY IS INSERTED WITH TWO ACTIVITIES
54 PRINT, "YOU MUST TYPE IN EITHER A ORB TO SHOW WHICH YOU
WOULD RATHER DO"
55 PRINT,"REMEMBER THE 'ENTER'KEY": INPUT Z$
70 PRINT,"THEN YOU SAY WHETHER YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE JOB A"
71 PRINT,"BY TYPING IN (L) FOR LIKE AND (D) FOR DISLIKE,
THEN PRESS THE J ENTER I II
72 PRINT,"IF YOU CAN'T DECIDE, PRESS THE 'ENTER' TO SHOW YOU
ARE NEUTRAL"
73 INPUTZ$
80 PRINT, "THEN DO THE SAME FOR JOB B, (L) IKE, (D) ISLIKE, OR
NEUTRAL":INPUTZ$
90 CLS:PRINT@56,"IF YOU ARE READY, TYPE IN 'GO' AND BEGIN"
91 PRINT," IF YOU ARE NOT SURE, TYPE IN 'NO' . * *REMEMBER THE
',ENTER I KEY II
.
92 INPUTY$
100 IF Y$= 11 GO 11 THEN 200 ELSE 30
190 REM ****AT 200 THE PRESENTATION OF QUESTIONS BEGINS
191 REM THE 'X=' DELINEATES WHICH SCORE CATEGORY JOB A IS
ASSOCIATED WITH
192 REM THE 'Y=' DOES THE SAME FOR JOB B
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193 REM A$ AND B$ ARE STRINGS WHICH PLACE THE JOBS OF THAT
QUESTION
194 REM IN THE PRESENTATION FORMAT DESCRIBED IN LINE 3000
195 REM Q.200 IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE 112 SETS OF PAIRS USED
IN THE FINAL RUN
196 REM Q.200 IS THE FIRST QUESTION.
200 X=2:y=l:A$="STUDY THE PROPERTIES OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS 11 :B$= 11 TREAT AND BANDAGE THE WOUNDS OF PEOPLE
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS":GOSUB3000
1320 GOTO 12000
2990 REM AT 3000 WE PRESENT THE TWO JOBS, AND, PROGRESSIVELY,
THE QUESTIONS
3000 A=A+l: C$=" 0 ,, : D$= 11 11 : E$="": CLS: PRINT (FORM_A.T INSERTED) 11
CHOOSE A OR B":INPUT C$LIF C$= 11 A 11 OR C$= 11 B 11 THEN 3010
ELSE 3005
3005 A+A-l:GOTO3000
3010 D$= 1111 :PRINT@768,"DO YOU (L)IKE OR (D)ISLIKE JOB A?";:
INPUTD$:IFD$= 11 L 11
ORD$= 11 D11 ORD$= 11 "THEN 3020 ELSE 3010
3020 E$= 1111 :PRINT, 11 DO YOU (L)IKE OR (D)ISLIKE B? 11 :INPUTE$:
IF E$="L"OR E$= 11 D11 OR E$= 11 "THEN 3025 ELSE 3020
3022 REM 3025 IS A CHECK ON THE ANSWERS FOR THE SUBJECT. IF
WRONG, THE QUESTION IS PRESENTED AGAIN, IN ITS ENTIRITY
3025 INPUT"IS THIS RIGHT? (1) YES; (2) NO; "; JH
3026 IF HJ=2 THEN 3005 ELSE 3030
3030 GOTO 4000
3990 REM 4000 - 4007 IS RAW DATA ACCUMULATION AND SORT
4000 Z=0:ZL=0:ZD=0
4001 IF C$= 11 A 11 THEN Z=Z+l
4002 IF D$+ 11 L 11 THEN ZL=ZL+l
4003 IF D$= 11 D11 THEN ZD=ZD-1
4004 W=0:WL=0:WD=0
4005 IF C$= 11 B 11 THEN W=W+l
4006 IF E$= 11 L 11 THEN WL=WL+l
4007 IF E$= 11 D11 THEN WD=WD-1
4009 REM 4010 - 4060 SORTS THE DATA, AND RETURNS IT TO THE
NEXT QUESTION
4010 IF X=l THEN SS=SS+Z
4001 IF X=2 THEN SC=SC+Z
4012 IF X=3 THEN AR=AR+Z
4013 IF X=4 THEN LI-LI+Z
4014 IF X=5 THEN GS=GS+Z
4015 IF X=6 THEN CO=CO+Z
4016 IF X=7 THEN NA=NA+Z
4017 IF X=8 THEN PR=PR+Z
4020 IF Y=l THEN SS=SS+W
4021 IF Y=2 THEN SC=SC+W
4022 IF Y=3 THEN AR=AR+W
4023 IF Y=4 THEN LI-LI+W
4024 IF Y=5 THEN GS=GS+W
4025 IF Y=6 THEN CO=CO+W
4026 IF Y=7 THEN NA=NA+W
4027 IF Y=8 THEN PR=PR+W
4030 IF X=l THEN AL=AL+(ZL+ZD)
4031 IF X=2 THEN BL-BL+(ZL+ZD)
4032 IF X=3 THEN CL=CL+(ZL+ZD)
4033 IF X=4 THEN DL=DL+(ZL+ZD)
4034 IF X=5 THEN EL=EL+(ZL+ZD)
4035 IF X=6 THEN FL=FL+(ZL+ZD)
4 036 IF X-7 THEN GL=GL+(ZL+ZD)
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4037 IF X=8 THEN HL=HL+(ZL+ZD)
4040 IF Y=l THEN AL=AL+(WL+WD)
4041 IF Y=2 THEN BL=BL+(WL+WD)
4042 IF Y=3 THEN CL=CL+(WL+WD)
4043 IF Y=4 THEN DL=DL+(WL+WD)
4044 IF Y=5 THEN EL=EL+(WL+WD)
4045 IF Y=6 THEN FL=FL+(WL+WD)
4046 IF Y=7 THEN GL=GL+(WL+WD)
4047 IF Y=8 THEN HL=HL+(WL+WD)
4050 IF A=ll2 THEN 5000
4060 REUTRN
5000 GOTO 5875
8031 TAB (25)Q(5) ;TAB(30)Q(6) ;TAB(35)Q(7) ;TAB(40)Q(8)
8040 FOR I=3 TO 47: SET(0;I0:NEXT I
8050 FOR I=0 TO 90: SET(I,47) :NEXT I
8060 C=l0
8070 FOR K-1 TO 8:FOR I-C TO C+3: FOR J=T(K) TO 41:SET(I,J)
8080 NEXT J: NEXT I
8090 C=C 10: NEXT K
8100 PRINT @64,TAB(35)"TO CONTINUE, PRESS ENTER":INPUT
8110 GO TO 7090
8200 LPRINT"RANK CODE"
8201 FOR I=l TO 8:LPRINT Q(I) :NEXT I
8202 LPRINT"PREF":FORI=lTO8:LPRINT,M(l,I) :NEXT I
8203 LPRINT,"L-D":FORI=lTO8:LPRINT,M(2,I) :NEXT I
8204 LPRINT,"SUMMARY"
8 2 0 5 FOR I-1 TO 8: LPRINT, Q (I) : " ": T (I)
8210 CLS:GOTO 7090
12000 PRINT "SS;SS;AL:PRINT "SC";SC;BL:PRINT "AR;AR;CL:
PRINT "LI;LI;D: PRINT "GS";GS;EL:PRINT "CO;CO;FL:
PRINT "NZ";NA;GL:PRINT "PR";PR;HL
13000 END
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APPENDIX TWO

The Question and Score sheets which were used in Chapter
Three.

Following the instructions for the A.P.U. were the
appropriate 112 pairs of activities for the Male or Female
Standard Forms.
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1

The eight categories below represent different types of jobs. At
the front of your score sheet are spaces for you to put these categories in
the order which you think they suit you. Put the LETTER of the category you
would most like to work in beside the number (1) space. The Letter of the
category you would next most like to work in is placed beside number (2) and
so on.
***HINT***
the order.

If you get stuck, choose the one you least like, and work up

2

After you have sorted out the Order you like them in, place them on
the scale underneath the Ranking. To do this, place the LETTER on the scale
where you feel it suits you. This means they can be as close together or
as far apart as you like. They could be spread out or all at one end. (This
would happen if you liked them all, or didn't like any of them). You don't
have to put the letter beside the marks, they are just to help you judge
distances.

M
CATEGORIES:
(A) ..

SCIENTIFIC

(B) ..

SOCIAL
SERVICE

( C) . .

GENERAL
SERVICE

involves contact with people through work which
provides a service of some kind. In shops,
deliveries or on the phone.

( D) . .

LITERARY

involves the enjoyment of writing creatively,
through novels, poetry, magazine or newspaper articles.

( E) . . ARTISTIC

experimentation and research, as well as invention
and design. Finding out how things work, and the
principles behind the work.
helping people in need, such as the ill, the
. m:nta11Y and physically handicapped, and those
who are homeless.

this is concerned with the creation of visual art,
drawing, painting, sculpture, pottery or
architecture.

(F) ..

COMPUTATIONAL: appJying advanced mathem~tic§, to r~al life and
real problems and circumstances.

(G) ..

PRACTICAL

this involves use of the hands for practical
purposes, such as carpentry or weaving.

(H) . .

NATURAL

this category is working with plants and animals,
usually in an outdoors situation.
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3A.P.U.

INTEREST GUIDE
Each question gives you two activities.
Ql

Grow flowers for a park ..... AQl
Guide people on bus tours ... B

There are THREE things to do
FIRST
You must choose which activity you would like to do most for a day
Even if you dislike both of them you have to choose one
~--------------------------A

0

L

,0 0 0

If I would rather be a guide on bus tours,
I fill in box 1 8 1 for that question.

1·

, _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~/ •B 0L Q10

SECOND

Now look at activity 'A', and deci,Je whether you LIKE, DISLIKE, or
1
feel NEUTRAL about it.
If I feel NEUTRAL
I leave the 'L' and the 'D' boxes blank
If I like it, I shade in the 1 L1 box
If I dislike it, I shade in the 'D' box
Let's say I dislike it ................ .
THIRD
Now we do the same for the second activity.

LIKE, DISLIKE OR NEUTRAL.

AL C

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 (}-I
I will say that I dislike being a guide, too
This means that I end up, for Ql, with this

If I had liked being a guide, I would have
marked the 'L', and ended up with ................ .
If I was NEUTRAL about being a guide, I would have
left the 'l' + 'D' boxes next to the 1 8 1 unmarked,
and would have got this .......................... .

001
' 17J/
110
B L D
A

L 0

001
1

'-----------------• 00
You can see that you can have any mixture of these at all,
REMEMBER .... you must choose A or B first, then decide about
how you feel aboutthe two activities.

8

L D
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SCORING SHFETS
There are six parts to this Section.
Please make sure that you complete
all six

Tick the box next to the school which
you attend

RICCARTON •.••.•..•••••

0
0
0
D

ST. THOMAS'S••••••••••

0

VILLA MARIA •••.•••••••

CJ

ASHBURTON •••.••....•..
BURNSIDE •.•••..•••..••
MAIREHAU ••.•• .- ••••••••

Name

E mpo

unempo

Phone
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1

RANKING

(1)

\vould roost

like to work in this area ••

( 2)

o••••o•coo•o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

( 3)

0

0

0

0

•

e

ooaao•o•o••••ooo••••o••o••••••••••••

0

( 4)

O

a

•

o

O

O

0

0

a

O

O

O

O

O

0

0

0

o •

o •

•

•

•

o o o •

o

o o •

( 5)

o

o

o o •

•

( 6)

e

•

o

o •

o o

o o

•

o o

•

o o o'a •

•

o •

o o •

(7 )

0

o

o

O

a

O

o

o

0

a

C

0

0

O

o o

O

O

O

O

O

O

.would least

( 8 )

2

LIKE
MORE

NEUTRAL

-LIKE
l-.E":-:,S

l
l

I

_J._

•

0

0

a

O

O

O

e •

O

a

o •

O

O

o •

a

O

a

O

o o o •

a

a

•

O

•

•

0

O

O

a

o •

•

•

•

•

•

o o o

o o o o o o o o o •

~

•

o o

o •

o o a

o •

n

o

0

0

•

o

a

o

0

a

O

~

O

O

O

o

0

9

o

O

a

like to work in this area ••
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0

l

D

8

L D

A l

D

B

L

D

A

L D

75.

82

89.'

96·

'•103

110

00O 000 00o
B L 0

B

L D

B

ooo oo· o oo0

A L D

A

L

A L D

A

D

L D

8 l

D

L 0

B L

D

A L D

B L D

A l 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0
6.,

13 •

.20 ·

27

34.

_4_1.

48

55.

. 62

· 69

76 .

' 83 :

_90

· _9? .

11__1

104

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 ODO 000 000 000 000 000 000 ODO 000
B L D

B L O

B L D

B L D

B L O

8 L O

B L Q
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L O

B L D

B L D

B L D

B L D

B L D

B L D

B L D

£

A L D

A L D

A L O

A L O

A L O

A L O

A L D

A L D

A L D

A L D

A L O

A L D

A L D

A L O

A L D

A L D

L D

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0
7

,14

21_

. 28

,35

42_.

·49

56

63

70

77

B L O

B L D

8 L D

8 L D

84,

91

. 98

·105

112

ooo o·o o o- oo ocf o ooo oo· o ooo o6 o ooo ooo oo·o ooo ooo ooo o- oo ooo
B L O

B l

D

B L O

B L D

B L D

B L O

8

L D

e L D

B L D
••
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---

8

L O

B l

-·•••'"·•-------

D

B L D
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WITHOUT thinking about the first ranking, you should now repeat
the ranking and scaling of the eight categorieso

4

RANKING•
--- ·---,

- - --

----7
Would most like to work in this area ••

( 1)
( 2 )
( 3 )

( 4)

•

( 5)

OOt>O••Oo

( 6 )

0

•

0

0

e

O

O

O

O

•

0

O

e

O

O

O

O

O

O

C

•

O

•

0

e

0

0

0

o

( 7)

.would least like to work in this area ••

( 8 )

LIKE
MORE

NEUTRAL

LIKE
\_...E.SS

l
l
I

__l__
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6YOU MUST ANSWER THIS SECTION.
(Please place a cross in the box which applies to you)
1.

3.

5.

6.

SEX ...

1 AGE . . .

Male
0
Female CJ

RELIGION ...

14
15

r-1

a

16 CJ
17 Cl
18 and over CJ

Church of England
Catholic
Methodist
Protestant
No Religion
Other
(Please specify)

D
0

4.

l_,I

Parents Occupation :
Mother ....................... .
Father

u
CJ

Have you ever been to a school counsellor for advice on jobs ...
e<j
A counsellor who visited school? 0
Counselling elsewhere?
0
None of the above
0
')

If so, how long did you spend with them ........... hours
ANSWER THIS SECTION.IF YOU ARE A STUDENT
Which form are you in?
Form 50 How many years have you been at school:

60
70

30

50

40

60
When you leave school what job would you most like to do?· - - - - - - Did you return to school this year because you could not find a job?

Yes( I
No CJ

UNEMPLOYED ANSWER THIS SECTION
Have you .... been unemployed since you left school?
•
had a job (full time) since you left school? •
What job would you most like to do? __________________
Which form would you be in if you were still at school? 3 D
40 5 D
6 [J
70
EMPLOYED ( FULL TIME) ANSWER THIS SECTION
What is your occupation?
----------Is this the job you would most like to do?
Yes D
If not what is?
---------What form would you be in if you were still at school

No

30
60

•
405
70

•

d9

APPENDIX

THREE

DATA FROM CHAPTERS THREE AND FOUR
Part One:

A listing of the content of the sample used
in Chap~er Three

Part Two:

A breakdown of the correlation of the first
scaling with the A.P.U. summary scores by
school, sex, and form.
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PART ONE

CAT

SCHOOL

CATEGORY LABEL

CODE
ASHBlJRT01'

1.

BURNSIDE

2:.

--60 ·

RICCARTON'

4.

- 60

--VIIiIA MARIA

6.

(

(

· 3. 250

---

----

•·

-

, 25. 0

25.0

50. 0.

25.0

25.0

75. 0

25.0

_-•---~--~f,\':_l!>_ c~~~~ __:__ ~:240, -- -·-

25. 0

-----100.0
--~--------

.

•·

Ql

(PCT>

25.0

--- MEDIAN - -2. 500
-VARIANCE - - 3, 703 ·

· 1. 924

(PCT)

25.0

,

CUM
FREQ

25.0

·60

-----240

.

ADJUSTED
FREQ

(PCT)

-- 60

TOTAL
· MEAN
- .- -···STD -DEV

RELATIVE
FREQ

ABSOLUTE
FREQ

100.0

------

-·

100.0

-----

.

MODE

·1-.000
0.280

SKEWNESS

-MlSSING_ CASES ___ •. __ o ___

-~~---~----

SEX-

- CATEGORY LABEL

--CODE ·

MALE

---·•-

• ---- .', __ !-··· ••••

-

<PCT)

34. 2 ·•

34.2

_: - 2. - - · -158 -

-- -- 65. 8

65.8

-100, o .. -· :

240

100;0

700~0- -

·.:-:-···J .. _,.~--. ·•·-·-·· -- -, ,,_ -- --- ---·----.

- MODE

(.

-2. 000
-0.672

--SKEWNESS -

VALID

(
-----~-----'

C

-

-

CASES

240 -- - · MISSING-

__ ______
.__

,

GASES

0- - --- -·•

-

... --· -- -·-- - --, -- ·

-_•·--------------,-------~----'--''....,)_.._,..__..__ ___ ~---------~---

-----~~------

RELIGIO!Yi

(
(

CUM
FREG(PCT>

- 34.2

~- :·: . . ·-, -_:~;r_:-~~rAL:·:·_ ,.

ADJUSTED
FREQ

·•· L ------ - S2
._.,._, .....;. _,._ .... .-.,..,__ --·

--· ---~------···----- -·•-

FEr,i\LE -

C.

RELATIVE
FREQ
( PCT>

ABSOLUTE
FREQ

...... -·- ,
-.
---RELATIVE - ADJUSTED
--- --- ---- -- -· - ABSOLUTE - __ FREGFREQ ·
, ....... -· -CODE:- , FR-EG · --·- (PCT)
<PCT>

--CATEGORY LABEL

--•

C OF El

-· ..

... .. --- ---~,. "~••·· ·- ---- · -1-. · -. - . _. .Ao·

.··--'·'-•-

.

,.

-

·-

-· -- ····-·' ~=-· ·'---· ... _._ . _·_~-·:

_j_" ...... ::. ___ '

,- ·,_

NO RELIGION ·

---33,9

10. 2

-- ,49- ..

20.4

20. 8

10.-8

11-.- 0

95.3

4.6

4.

100. 0

1. 7

MISSING

5. - •·· , -·2a

... -

(

--· ---- ----·- ._

.. ..

...... ------ ---- --9. -- .

:

-

-

- ----

4-

•··•

-----

-·• TOTAL · -- 240

MEAN

2.839

-STD DEV-

1-.473

V+\LID CASES

236 -

MEDIANVARIANCE

- 53, 4-

· ---24 · ·

-3;

4.

33.3

19. 5

--- ~- -· -- --··
10.-0

.,

- PRESBYTERIAN:"

19. 5

.. (PCT>

•

OATHOliIO - METHODIST

·--19.2-

---

·CUM
FREG-

100. 0

· · -2.400
,-- - 2; 170

MISSING CASES - ·

4

,.

--

.

~

7

-----100.0

MODE

SKEWNESS -

-

63. 6----.

84. 3

100.0

2:000-

0.474

YRS

AT SCHOOL

92
CATEGORY LADEL

ABSOLUTE.
FREQ

CODE

39. 2

39. 2

39.2

4-. ---

70

29. 2

29.2

68.3

5 •.-

72--

30. 0

30.0

98. 3

L 7

-- - 1.-7

100.0

VALID

CASES

240

4---

-•------

TOTAL

(

CUM
FREQ
<PCT)

94

·•-

- 3. 942 0.871

ADJUSTED
FREQ
<PCT>

3.

: 6.----- -

MEAN
STD DEV

RELATIVE
FREQ
(PCT)

------

240

-MEDIAN
-VARIANCE

100. 0

MODE
SKEWNESS

3. 871
- 0.-758

-MISSING CASES

100. 0 -

3.000
0.267

- . 0-

- ·----- ------------- - ---- ----~- -- ---------~-~---c---=---c-

(

FRM AT SCHOOL

ABSOLUTE
CODE··
FREQ ·

CATEGORY LABEL --

6.000

0.818

VALID CASES

.,\

240

CUM
FREQ
(PCT>

80

33. 3-

33.3

33.3

- 6. -

80

33. 3

33. 3 --

66. 7

- - - · · 80

--- - - TOTAL MEAN
STD DEV

ADJUSTED
FREQ
(PCT>

- - ------5.-~•-

- ~h

(

RELATIVE
FREQ
(PCT>

- 33. 3 ---

· 240 -·

MEDIAN
VARIANCE

100.--0

6.000
0.669

MISSING CASES

· CODE

CATEGORY LABEL

((

- ·MODE
SKEWNESS

-5. 000
0.000

0

ABSOLUTE
FREG

· RELATIVE ADJUSTED-- FREQ
FREQ
(PCT)
(PCT> · -·
- -- 3. 7

--8. 7

15.

79-

32.9

32. 9

- - 36. 7

- 16.

69

28.8

28. 8

65,4

-17. -

76

31.7

31. 7

97. 1 -

TOTAL
MEAN
-- STD DEV

15. 971 0.957

2. 9

7-

-----240

-~----100.0

--15.964
0.915

- ~- MED I AN

VARIANCE
·1.

VALID CASES

240

· 3. 7 -

9

18.

(

CUM
FREG -. (PCT)- - ·

-14. ·

((

i
'---

_100. 0

- AGE -IN YFARS-

(

I'

33.3 - · - 100, 0

MISSING CASES

0

2. 9

------

-100. 0

-100. 0

MODE SKEWNESS

15.000
0.001

RETURN TO SCHOO]j_
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CATEGORY LABEL

CODE

COULDN'T FIND JOB

ABSOLUTE
FREQ

1.

CHOICE

22 -

2.

216

9.

2

TOTAL
MEAN
STD-DEV

1,908
0, 290

CASES

VALID

238.

CUM
FREQ
(PCT)

9. 2

9. 2

9. 2

90.0

90.8

100.0

0. 8

100, 0

1, 949

MISSING

------

100. O·

· 100. 0

MODE
SKEWNESS

0.084

MISSING CASES

,-

-·

ADJUSTED
FREQ
(PCTi

------

240

MEDIAN
· VARIANCE

RELATIVE
FREQ
(PCT)

2.000
-2. 832.

2

·::-

HRS OF COUNSELLING

· ABSOLUTE
CODE
FREQ

CATEGORY LABEL

i':ORE THAN FIVE

DEV

VALID

CON

1.849
·. 1. 634 ·

CASES

86

1. 7

4.7

4. 7

L

48

20.0

55.8

60. 5

2.

17

7. 1

19.8

80.2

. 3.

8

3. 3

9. 3

89. 5

4.

1 .

0. 4

.. 1. 2

90. 7

5.

5

2, 1

5. 8

96. 5

8.

3

1. 2

3. 5

100, 0

154

------

_,

240

MEDIAN ·
VARIANCE

64.2

MISSING

100.0

100.0

-·-----

1. 313
2. 671

·· MISSING CASES

------

MODE
SKEWNESS

100.0

1. 000
2.269

154

COUNSEtLillG

CATEGORY LABEL

· CODE

DEV

VALID

CASES

RELATIVE
FREQ
(PCT)

ADJUSTED
FREG
(PCT)

CUM
FREQ
(PCT)

1.

40

16. 7

17. 7

17. 7

VISITING

2.

22

9. 2

9. 7

27.4

EISEWHERil

3,

23

9. 6

10.2

37.6

NONE

4.

141

· 58. 8

62. 4

100, 0

TOTAL
MEAN

ABSOLUTE
FREG

SCHOOL

9.

STD

CUM
FREQ
(PCT)

·• 4

TOTAL
MEAN

ADJUSTED
FREQ
(PCT)

0.

9,

STD

RELATIVE
FREQ
(PCT>

3. 173
1. 186
226

14

5. 8

------

------

240

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
MISSING CASES

100. 0

3. 699
1. 406
14

MISSING

------

100. 0

100.0

MODE
SKEWNESS

4.000
-0,985

CHO

CHOICE OF

oac

CllTEGORY LABEL

CODE

ABSOLUTE
FREG

RELATIVE
FREG
<PCT l

ADJUSTED
FREG
<PCT>

CUM
FREG
(PCT>

1.

32

13. 3

16. 1

16. 1

2.

24

10. 0

12. 1

28. 1

3.

29

12. 1

14.6

42. 7

4.

86

35.8

43. 2

85. 9

5.

13

5. 4

6. 5

92. 5

6.

8

3, 3 ·

4.0

· 96. 5

7.

6

2. 5 ·

3,0

99. 5

0.4

0. 5

100.0

8.

MEAN
STD

3. 387
1. 513

DEV

VALID CASES
PAO

FATHERS

199

9.

41-

17. 1

TOTAL

··240

100.0

MEDIAN
VARIANCE

· 3. 669

100.0

100.0

MODE
SKEWNESS

2. 289 ·

MISSING CASES

MISSING

4.000
0. 143

41

oac

CATEGORY LABEL

··FREQ

(PCT>

ADJUSTED
FREG
(PCT>

1.

·23

9. 6··

10.6

10. 6

2-..

51 ·

21. 2

23.6

34. 3

. 3. -

66 ·

27. 5

30.6

64.8

4.

30 ·

12. 5.

13, 9.

78. 7

5.

26

10. 8

12.0

90. 7

·6.-

12

5. 0

5.6

96. 3

7. -

5

2. 1

2.3

98.6

8.

3

·L 2

1. 4

·· 100. O

. 9.

24

10.0

CODE

- TOTAL
MEAN
STD DEV

3.259
1. 563

VALID CASES·

216

RELATIVE
FREQ

- ABSOLUTE

------

·100. 0

3.015
2.444

MISSING CASES
-- ---

100.0

-

240

MEDIAN
VARIANCE

MISSING

CUM
FREQ
(PCT)

100. 0

· MODE
SKEWNESS

3.000
749

o.

24

--

M.<\O

NOTHIIBS OCC

The following tables ( MAO, PAO, CHO) are taken from the survey
and classified according to the scale of P. D3.vis An oocupational
Ranking Sea.le for New Zealand (1974)

· ~CODE

CATEGORY LABEL

, ... ,.~-- - VALID .. CASES

5. 676
2. 317

222..

CUM
FREQ
(PCT)

5. 8

6.3

6. 3

2.

5

2. 1

2.3

8.6

. 3,

11

4.6

5. 0

13. 5

4.

70

29. 2

31. 5

45.0

5.

7

2. 9

3.2

48. 2

6.

15

6. 3

6.8

55. 0

7.

2

0. 8

0. 9

55.9

8.

98

40. 8

44. 1

100.0

9.

18

7. 5

240

100. 0

TOTAL
· -- -

ADJUSTED
FREQ
(PCT)·

14

1. -

MEAN
.. -· STD DEV

RELATIVE
FREG
<PCT)

ABSOLUTE
FREG

MEDIAN
VARIANCE
-- - -MISSING -CASES

5,767
5. 369
18

MISSING

100.0

100. 0

- MODE
SKEWNESS
"'

- '.-...

8,000
-0.362
-,

"-:-.

94
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PART TWO

(.ORIRIEI.AT'IONS

cnITERION VARIABLE
BROKEN DOWN llY
BY
llY

CAT
SEX
FRM

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SUM

MEAN

STD DEV

VARIANCE

N

163. 8384

0. 6827

0. 2232

0. 0498

240

0. 1787
0. 1456
0. 1394
o. 2107•
o. 0837

0.0319
0. 0212
0. 0194
0. 0444
0. ('1070

(
(
(

1979
1872
2116
0. 1636

0.
0.
0.
0.

0392
0351
0448
0268

(

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0456
0278
0291
0216
0346

(

60)
25)

(

11)

(

6)
8)

0. 0593
1168
0. 0241

(

CODE

\,,'M,IABLE
ENTIRE POPULATION

1.
5.
6.
7.

2L
7.
5.
· 8.

8203
8980
8765
0458

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

2.
5.
6.
7.

22.
·6.
8.
7.

3401
0668
3883
8850

0. 6981
0. 6067
0. 6990
o. 7885

SEX M
FRM
r-RM
FRM

1.
5.
6.
7.

40. 3949
·16. 5376
6.8788
4.2108
5. 4481

0. 6732
0.6615
0. 6253
·o. 7018
0. 6810

0. 2135
0. 1668
0.'1705
0. 14 71
0. 1859

SEX F
r-RM
FRM
FRM

2.

23. 8573
4.' 6774
10:3504
8. 8296

0.
0.
0.
0.

6816
5197
7393·
7358

0. 2435
o. 3418
o. 1551
o. 2025

39.
18.
2.
6.
9.

5491
1090
4806
5397
0888

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

6592
6244
6201
5450
6991

o.
0.
0.
0.
0.

21. 4401
12. 0361
5. 0427
4.3613

0.
0.
0.
0.

6916
7523
6303
6230

39. 73:J9
39. 7339
10. 8240
13. 8888
15.0210

0.
0.
0.
0.

SEX

44. 1604

ASHBURTON
1'I

FRM
FRM
FRM
'?.EX

F

FRM
r:RM
FHM

BUnNsmE

s.

6.
7.

RICCARTON
1.

SEX M
FRM
FRM
FRM

6.
7.

SEX F

:t.

~-

s.

FRM
FRM

6.
7.

r=pM

VIW H'iJUA
:;!,

SEX F
FRM
FRM
FHM
TOTAL CASES.,

5.

b.
7.

7360
7793
7898
7346
8046

0. 6622
6622
5412
6944
7511

o.
0.
· o.

0

(

(
(

(
(

(

(
(

32)
10 l
.12)
10)

35)
9)
14)
12)

o.

011

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0622
()864
0735
1 784
0073

(

12)
13)

0. 1987
o. 1706
0.2363
0. 1978

0. 0395
0. 02'11
0.0558
0. 0391

(
(
(
.(

31)
16)
8)
i)

o.
o.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

(

(

60)
60)
20)
20)

(

;:?O)

2494
2939
2711
4223
0857

2410
24 10
0. 3373
0. 1537
0. 1345

to

(

60)
28)
10)
Bl
10)

0581
0581
1138
0236
018'1

(

(
(
(
(

(

(

60)
29)
4)

240
ID
O"\
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APPENDIX

FOUR

GUIDELINES FOR CAREER EDUCATION IN NEW ZEALAND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

Material supplied by the Vocational Guidance Services,
Christchurch.
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GU I DE L I NE S
FOR

CARg ER
I N

E DUCAT I ON

S E C ONDAR Y

S CHOOLS

A

Providing Careers Guidance in the School

B

Career Education - A Focus in Learning

C

Career Education Curriculum

D

Work Exploration

E

Staff Roles and Responsibilities

F

The Role of Parents

G

Pre-employment and Pre-vocational Courses

Appendices
I
The Transition from School to Work: Problems
and Provisions
II

Propositj_ons Relating to Vocational Development
and Career Education

III The Role of Parents in Career Guidance

May 1979

l

Introduction
The past decade has seen significant development in various
aspects of guidance in New Zealand secondary schoolso Much of
this stems from "Guidance in Secondary Schools - Report of a
Working Party" (Suly 1971) , which reviewed the· earlier beglnnings
in guidance provisions and set out patterns for their full
development ..
Not least in importance has been the growing recognition of the
concept of career education, not as an additional "subject" but
as a focus for personal development through the curriculwn, and
also as a foundat:lon for individual vocational counselling.,
LargelJr under the lead of the Vocatj.onal Guidance Service, a
considerable variety of approaches and programmes for career
education have been introduced in many schools in the past five
or six years. From a review of this activity, these guidelines .
have been drawn up for the purpose of leading furthor development
in schools where this r1eed is felt. They formulate both current
practices and suggested developments, and are intended to provid~
a working .plan rather than a final·schemeo

.!if;JsnowWg em en ts
The ideas and suggestions in the various sections that follow
derive from a number of sources~ Several sections are based o~
papers presented to the review course 11 Career E:ducation and Work
Exploration" held at Hogben House in July 1978t as reported in
the statement "Considerations Relating to Career Educationli
·
~reduced as an outcome of that course. In particular, full
.acknowledgement is made to tho .following course contributors:
R G Oliver, Inspector of Secondary Schools, Auckland
- Cou1·se Di.rector
D McMillant Senior Guidance Adviser, Auckland Vocat:i.onal Guidance•
Centre 1974--?8 - sections on Career Education Curriculum
and Staff Roles
WI Reid, District Vocational Counsellor, Hamilton
- section on Work E~ploration
E J Wadsworth, Senior Lecturer in Education, Universj_ty of Waikato
11 Proposi tions 11
(Appendix II)
Curriculum objectives and suggestions are drawn also from
"Workshop Notes" produced by an earlier (JL:ly 1975) Hogben House
Career Education course. Other material is contributed by
R G Thomson, Senior Guida.nee Adviser, Christ.church Vocational
Guidance Centre, who has also been responsible for editing the
material from these various sources for this guidelines statement.
Note: The term II career'' j_s used throughout with its broadest
corinotation, to refer to the occupational or employment future
of any or all students.
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A

PROVIDING CAREERS GUIDANCE. IN THE SCHOOL

1

Aims for the 4evelopment of guidance provisions
"The aim•••• should be the provision, in each school, of
programmes of teaching and discussion, and a network of
advice and influence, which will bear on all students in
the normal course of their school lifeo 11
("Guidance in Secondary Schools - Report of a Working Party 11
Department of Education, Wellington 1971: p.7)
From this recommendation for dual teaching and advisory approaches
in guidance services, a full range of programmes in social education
and provisions for personal guidance and counselling have developedo
Within this broader field, the area of career guidance has shared
in the development: programmes of career education have been introduced to complement the long-established ·careers advising provision.
While these guidelines are concerned primarily with the career
education component, it is essential that its development be held
in close relationship with the advisory function.
2

~J.1h~ two :Q.rovisions in careers guidance
CAREER

EDUCATION

( complementary )
---(interdependent)--- CAREERS ADVISING

- Incorporated in curriculum
subjects
- Taught by teaching staff
- Classwork programmes for
all students and levels
- To foster development of
vocational knowledge
and ideas
- With specialist support of
guidance staff, and drawing
on community resources
3

- An extracurricular and
-

-

specialist function
Provided by guidance staff
Individual counselling
at appropriate points
To aid career exploring,
planning, and decisionmakj_ng
With support of Vocational
Guidance Service and other
counselling services

CcJ...~..§..r§ advisin_g__tunctions - provided by careers adviser,

guidance counsellor, or guidance teacher~
Suggested priorities are:
a Provision of careers information: active dissemination through
the school as well as on request - a well-managed "information
system"is essential
b First-level advice: interpretation of information with students,
and suggestions for further action; closer counselling and/or
referral as appropriate to adviser's skills and student's needs
Promotion of local "world of work" contacts: to develop employer
C
-school relations and work exploration opportunities
d Pa.rticipation in career education programmes: speciali.st
contributions at appropriate points, and general assistance to
teaching staff and in co-ordination of programmes and act.j_vitien

••&

3
(

4

Developing career educat:i.on in tha school - a suggested strateg;

To provide effectively for this important aspect of the student's
personal development, curriculum planning for an on-going schoolwide programme is requirede Appropriate steps in planning are:
a

The place of career educati9p in the school curriculum
i
Does the staff as a whole recognise the purposes, nature,
and place of career education?
(This is of first importance for ensuring tho widest po~sibl1
participation. Points for discussion are provided in the
following section Band related appendixes.)
ii What are the main elements of career education needed at
each level?
How can these be developed to reach all students in the
most appropriate form?
Which subject areas can best contribute, using available
teaching skills and resources?
(Content and progression for career education programmes arl
suggested in section C.)

b

P1::g12_:l~ical p_oj_pts ip....J?]..anni.n1;
i
Who will co-ordinate the programme across the subjects and
through the levels?
(An assigned responsibility for this, before detailed
planning begins, is essential.)
i i Given placement of selected elements within subject areas,
what teach:lng uni ts will be appropriate at particular
levels?
Are. alternative approaches needed for particular groups1
iii How much time and staff commitment is desirable for each
teaching unit? And what i.s practicable?

c

Dev~J.opJnent of the pyograUJl_ne units
Tho usual steps in planning teachj_ng un:Lts should be follow0d:
i
Define the objectives for the unit, appropriate to level
and within the overall objectives of the programme.
i i Plan modules and topics, in terms of content and method,
including vari~tions for the needs of particular groups.
iii Select, adapt or develop resource materials and aids that
will .achieve the unit objectives. Would it be possible,
profitable, and practicable to make use of community resource
Evaluation of the Pr:...ograq,illljl and its varJous uni ts
Appropriate methods of evaluating the teaching should be built
into the planning of each unit and for the programme as a whole,
reluted to the objectives in each case.

d

--------- - - - - -
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B

CAREER EDUCATION

~
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A FOCUS IN LE1rnNING

1
Every aspect of education, through providing for the
acquisition of knowledge ancl development of various skills, is a
preparation for living in the present as well as for the future$
In that sense all education may be regarded as career educationo
?his_ long~r-;-term ~1ime~sion ~s h?wever sometimes. overlooked, and
~he immedia~e goals of examinations and completion of study
courses dominate the student's horizon. For many students there
appears to be a dichotomy between what they learn at school and
how they prepare for life. They should be prepared in advance
for the situations they will face in leaving school, taking up
employment, facing periods of unemployment, and the need to find
and follow satisfying leisure activities.
2
Career education adjusts the focus onto living, and in
particular on the area of preparation for living and working in
the community. For this purpose specific studies or modules
should be introduced into various subject areas as well as in
specific career education uni ts in the school progr_amme.
3
The frame of reference for career education is defined by
those aspects of personal growth we are concerned to foster in
the student. These are~
·
a Self-concept: knowing oneself
b Occupational concepts: knowing the world of work
c Occupational self-concept: knowing what one wants from work
d Life values: knowing what one wants from life beyond
the work place
The four career education ob;ject:lves are self--knowledge, opportunity
awareness, decision-making ability, and transition skills6
4
The school may be a base from which career education takes
place, but the home and family and various group~ in the community,
including employers and workers, may together play an equal part.
Schools should draw on all such people and agencies as resources
for career education programmes and units.
5
Career educati.on is curriculum-based investigation of the
world of work and the student's possibilities in that world.
It has an important extension in various forms of work exploration,
which carries the investlgation through in first-hand learning
experiences in workplace settings.
6
Career decisions are personal and so individual counselling
must be provided at appropriate points through the scho~l years.

7
The essential rationale for career education is the student's
preparation for the transition from school to the world of work.
For today's young people entry to the working world poses
significant problems, for wh\ch the school has a compelling
obligation to make positive provisions in its learning programmes.
(AppencHx I - "The Transition from School to Work" - gives selected
extracts from overseas studies which cleDrly· describe these· problems,
together with summaries of two approaches in guidance provisions to
meet them.)
NOTE: Further points for discussion relating to the nature and place
of career education are listed in Appendix II - "Propositions
Relating to Vocational Development and Career Education."

5

C

CAREER EDUCATION CURRICULUM
A progression for school career guidance programmes

Intention
Career education is to be seen as an ongoing programme throughout
the school. It should provide a plan of contipuing enquiry for
students by wh:Lch they can progressively clarify vocational
concepts and their own career possibilities. During this search,
no career choice will be regarded as a final commitment, but open
to periodic review as students become better informed, more aware
of themselves and their possibilities, and more confident of
their vocational directions.
~~

These provide the basis for arranging teaching units, defining thei:
content, and deciding on methods and learning experiences~ They
also provide the criteria for evaluationo
1 .£.Qlf-knowledge and___Qer~zowth

To help students -

to explore their interests and aptitudes;
to become aware of their personal characteristics,
potentialities 9 strengths and weaknesses;
to identify and clarify their own values in terms of both
their work expectations and ~hat they want of life beyond

worko

To provide opportunities for students to share
vocational attitudes, experiences, problems
other students and adults. In so doing, to
experj_ence in relating to others and to the
home and school&

and clarify their
and plans with
gain further
world beyond

2

Qm1 or t uu.ii:L.lL~§ n e ~.11Pn r o J2 r i at_e "as g:JJ:at j~2.r1§.
To provide many avenues by which students can explore the world
of work for a recognition of the range of occupations open to them;
for an understanc.Ung of the nature of work in society, and
of it:3 implj_cations for individuals in their life-space
as a whole;
for an appreciation of the effects of socj_al and techn.ologicaJ
change on the patterns of work, training and employment.,
'l'o help students discover their own vocational. possibilities
by gathering information about careers likely to be suited
and available to them, related to their developing selfknowledge and personal growth.
To ensure that students appreciate the opportunity factors that
may bear on their career plans, so that they may develop
reasonably realistic expectations and aspirations.

3

Decision-mqJdng_§J)ili ties and self-d j._rectiQQ

To provide oppo~tunities for tentative goal-setting, and for
periodic review of plans and goals, based on developing
self-knowledge and opportunity awareness.
To make students increasingly more responsible for finding their
own vocational directions, and more independent in their own
career decisions.
• ••

6
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To teach students effective decision-making skills and to foster
flexible attitudes to future possibilities, including
readiness to review and revise decisions made in the light
of new knowledge and experience, and to face future situations
which are likely to require "change" decisionso
4

:i~ransi ti9n sk:i.11s and £E.sl?.§}:ednes§_
To create an awareness of the need to think and plan ahead for
working life, and of the relevance of schooling as a
preparation for it~
To equip students with study skills to promote their educational
achievement at and beyond school, and with personal and
social skills, both to facilitate their expanding social
relationships and to foster the competencies of independence6
To develop in students a sense of relationship to community as
the setting and source of both their future livelihood and
their social and leisure activities.
To help students acquire needed skills and an adequate degree
of confidence to enable them on leaving school to take the
necessary steps to seek and secure an appropriate employment
beginnj_ng, and to function competently in it•To give students a knowledge of where and how additional
education, training and experience can be acquired, and of
sourcGs of help beyond school for vocational or employment
questions and problems that may arise.

Guidance Checkpoi.tlt_e.
These are a series of points through the student's school life
which call for advisory action by various members of the guidance
team - form teacher, level tutor, careers adviser or guidance
counsellor. In the main these actions are to provide reviews of
students' progress and plans, or assj_stance with choices that need
to be made - including, when the time comes, the leaving decision
and employment-seeking action.
The guidance checkpoints are listed below with the suggested content
for the teaching programme at eacih level to indicate the continuing
complementary advisory activity. They also emphasise that the
provision of pastoral care at each level is the key to the complete
effectiveness of the career guidance programme.
QJ11:LIJ\1E OF PRQ..Q:RAMME CONTENT
Level
.Qontent ancl Guidance C h ~
:£!'ORM
]hQ1.1J.Q: Tim 11.TJl~XT STEP - TO THE li'UTURE
Interesting Occupations: bet5innings j_n gathering knowledge
II

about the world of work
Next Step - Secondary School: continuing strands in schooling
and new opportunities - primary/secondary similarities
and differences
~i.cl.ance checkp9ints: for transition to secondary school
- Prospectuslfiandbook: course/subject/option choices
- Secondary enrolment - local procedures
- Secondary liaison with Form II teachers: progress/test
.,
data; course/class placement
- Ii'amiJ.iari sat ion visit; New Pa rents Evening

7

Qgt1_ine oj'_J?£..Q£1'ammo content
Level
Content and Guidance Checkpoints
FORM

Them_§: ORIENTATION - SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

III

Induction/familiarisation activities: Student Handbook
New school environment: buildings, facilities
. Organisation: personnel and functions; class/form/house
struct~res; management and regulation
Guidance staff: personnel, functions, availability ·
School as a Community: developing personal relationships
(beginning at clasR level); school and student membership roles and responsibilities; extra-curricular
activities - facilitiBs, opportunities, values
Secondary schooling - place in education system; social
functions
School in Community: linking organisations and relationships; cultural and recreatiorn'll opportunities
Study/learning skills: preview courses, subjects, options;
subject content and progression, extension/remedial
provisions; study skills - independent 11 home 11 work.
Vocational ideas: some beginnings may be made on li'orm 4
content - if classes show a readiness for it
~§n.£.~_£ he cJtRO in:.t s
- Progress checks: first half-term; mid-year: adjustment,
progress, problems, needs
- Term 3: Form 3-4 subject/option choices or changes

-----·FORM

IV

_'J1lfil!l_g: LOOKING AHEAD - '.I.'HE WORLD OF WORK
A g:1odular. or. block unit should be planned to introduce
important vocational ideas and approaches to career planning
Work in Society: functions of work; patterns of work in the
local commun:i.ty; the labour force in New Zealand distribution, age/sex structure; the role of trade
unions; hoalth and safety at work
Work Satisfaction: various motivations/values; work and
wages; need for work-leisure balance
Self-awareness/appraisal: interests 1 achievements, skills,
experience, personal traits, strengths, potentials
Range and variety of occupations: groupings by function,
interests etc; interdependence of occupations; levels
of skill and responsibility
Sample occupational studies: ways of exploring career ideas
using information and first-hand enquiry - from
"browsing" to researched project studies
Social change in relation to work: occupational change;
changes in tho work force; eff8cts on work skills, work
activities and work organisation; implications for
career planning and aspirations
·
Employment prospects - the opportunity factors: youth
employment; the local scene; possible strategies
Tentative goal~-setting: short and long term objectives
and what is required for their attainment
Vocational Guidance booklet "Looldng Ahead"

..

"
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Out l i 11~__9..f...J? r o£ r a m1n_<:?--9.Q n t ~ (cont)

FORM

Guj_dance checkp..9..1:nts

IV

- Progress checks: mid-year or earlier - progress,
problems, neeo.s
- Identify intending Form 4 leavers: refer to Employment
Seekers programme (see Form 5)
- Form 5 course/subject/option choice: educational plans
and. goals, career implications

(cont)

FORM
V

J'hetn,~: CONTINUING CAREER EXPLORING
The emp_b9 sis moves to individual enqu:Lry and re-appraisal
- of interests, skills, achievement, academic goals,
vocational directions and strategies. Individual
counselling is increasingly needed~
Study st.ills: discipline of planned study; working ha bi ts
and conditions; specific aids and methods for study
and learning; reading and note-taking sktlls; revision
and examination skills
Review of career planning and thinking: Term 1 questionnaire
- self-profile, stage of career thinking, information
needs, this year/next year goals and plans
Cont:Lnuing incUv:Ldual enqui'ry in both range and depth by
various approaches: using school information system,
careers seminars, visits, speakers; work exploration
and work experience for familiarisation with employment
environments - see following section D
Further study and training: upper secondary and tertiary
study/courses and vocational trainings of all.kinds,
pre=employmont and in-employment; J.evels of trainj.ng
and qualiflcation; closing dates and applications preparing as a competitive applicant
.~aij,:..onal ...92.fil:§J2t.§.: .1<2.J?_ics__ for modules throtl&h Forms 5-6:
- Socj.al and technological change: case studies of
effects on occupations and working patterns; Women
and Work; redundancy and retraining
- Work-related values: working for money, aspiration, job
security, job status; employer/workmate relationships
- Decision-making: problem-solving strategy; practice
and application to career questions
- Work and leisure - planning for the work-leisure
balance; life values of developed leisure activities
- On Your Own: aspects of working life and increasing
independence, especially money and legal matters
- panels of speakers, including recent leavers
Guidance checl~polnts:
- Progress checks: mid-year or earlier - progress,
problems, needs
- Review/re-assessment .of goals and plans: seminars for
end of 'I'errn 2:
(a) Next Yenr options: leave/return; courses ancl subjects
(b) Employment Seekers: job-seeking skills training;
finding a beginnj_ng; employment and unemployment;
sources of help beyond school; adjustment to
working life - panels of recent leavers and local
employers/ personnel officers

~----------

---------------·----·---
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Outline of programme content (cont)
Level
FORMS
VI--VII

Content and Guidance Checkpoints
Theme: SELF-DIRECTION AND DECISION-MAKING
Emphasi_§. now on doveloping students I acceptance of
responsibility for their own educational and vocational
directions, including participation ih planning and
organising career programme activities.
Individual counselJ.1.ng is essential as needs become
quite specific and personal.
Continued individual research, using 5.nformation,
seminars, speakers, work exploration visiting/work
experience; with review of interests, goals, decisions
Tertiary/training institutions: liaison officer talks
and assistance; visits for familiarisation
Study skills: review of needs and methods
Values clarification: self-appraisal of life ambitions;
influence of social controls and pressures
Vocational concepts and vocational development: continue
and.complete programme of module topics as listed for
Form 5 - including aspects of increasing independence,
especially orientation to city life for students of
rural schools
Q_u1q9 nce checkpoints
- Progress checks: mid-year or earlier, especially foi
management of workload at more advanced level,
requiring more self-direction - progress, problems
Review/re-assessment of goals and plans: Term 1
questionnaire
Individual counselling and referral (based on needs
indicated by questionnaire)
- Review of further study and training opportunities:
closing dates and tertiary/training liaison visitors
provide several occasions for seminar-type reviews
with individual follow-up

-------STAFF ROLES AND STARTING POINTS
1

For roles and responsibilities of teaching and guidance staff
in the career education and guidance programme, see section E

2

Vocat1.onal Guidance Centres of the Employment and Vocational·
Guidance Service (Department of Labour) can provide a variety
of career education models and vocational guidanc0 strategies
for schools.· It :Ls recommended that schools, as they plan
for the establishment or further development of comprehensive
career education programmes, do so in conjunction with
vocational counsellors j_n their Vocational Guidance Centre.

3

The smaller school:

The closer relationships that are possiblo
with smaller numbers will not require the same organisational
provisions as will be needed in a large city school. The range
and depth of students' needs will however be much the same, so
as complete a programme as possible should be developed, makinc
full use of all ava.ilable school and community resources.

10
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WORK EXPLORATION

1 §.&@.slin_g_Jltit§b~u:..l~.9.llit~
Work exploration is an important extension of career education,
carrying through the curr1culum--based investigation of the world
of work into first-hand learning experiences in the workplace.
This is not only a means of extendtng occupational knowledge, but
can haVt'3 important values for personal and social development.
Work exploration is one way of testing reality against self, as
young people come to grips with the complex tasks of vocational
preference 7 eventual cho:1.ce, and job attairunent o
2 Work Explorat:lon Scl19rneey_
Two ma:Ln forms of sampling employment by students st~Lll at school
have developed in recent years:
a
Work Experience: placement for short-term employment induction
and experience for students of special classes (established under
the Psychological Service) - usually for one day per week for about
six weeks or moreo Guidelines for the operation and administration
of these "off:lcj_aJ. 11 work experience schemes are set out in Circular
Memorandum T?3/72, and will continue to apply ..
b
Work Exp)-prc1tion (Work Orientation, Work Sampling) : similar
placement of other secondary students in "unofficial" schemes with
vocational guidance objectives ie introduction to the world of
work, experience of employment environments, developm0nt of career
ideas and occupational knowledge, and testing of tentative choiceso
11.QTE A na ttonal ~q.§'pt Jlork ExnJo:tillQll_S>~£!Lem,2 (S WE) is being
established in 1979-80: guidelines for its operation and administration are set out in Department of Education C:l.rcular 34/1/64 issuod
22 March 1979& All 11 unof'ficial 11 schemes are now required to comply
with SWE conditions spec:Lfied in the circular, the full provisions
of which wi.11 operate from 1980. It is expected that SWE will
effectively co-ordinate all work experience and work exploration
activities involvj_ng employment placements by prov:Lding a
a liai.son point for all schools, employers and trade
unions in the district
b
harmonious relations for work exploration programmes and
established work experience classes
c
a means to ensure recognition of educational objectives
d
a means of evaluating SWE programmes

Other Forms of Work Exploration
As well as placements for employment experience, work exploration
in its broadest definition may take various other formso These
other activities will not come under the SWE requirements, but j_n
some cases (ash, i, j belo~~ consultation with the school or local
area SWE co-ordinator will be essent:t.al to avoid untimely demands
on the local community resources on which the success of all work
explora t:i.on activities de pond.
More specif:i.c objectives in work exploration may thus be achieved
by such specially arranged activities as a
Occupational information browsing in the school careers
information centre, or the careers reference room at a

3

11

b
c

d
e

f

g
h

i
j

4

Vocational Guidance Centre, which can be a useful lin!(
between the career education programme and work exploration at first hand.
Holiday or part-time jobs of the student's own arranging.
Short visits to industry, commerce o~ tertiary institutions
- to look at career clusters eg scientific, artistic,
admirristr~t:lve etc; or for school subject extension studies
eg mathematics in structural engineering, surveying etc.
Work experience within the school eg office, laboratoryo
.
Careers exploring courses arranged by Vocational Guidance
Centre - to provide students with a range of occupational
visits, often j_n vacation weeks.,
Careers Evening or si.milar functions - providing contacts
for students with representatives of various occupations.,
Panel co,nferences with employment representatiYes, young
workers, union representatives etc - for general schoolto-work d:lscussion
Surveys of occupatj_ons in a town or city block for local
"world of work" investigations: may be a SWE preliminary
activity
"Days in bus:lness" schemes - to look at a range of jobs and
skills :tnvolved in a particular j_ndustry or organisation.,
(This would need to be c·o-ordina ted w:L th SWE.)
Pre-employment or pre••vocatj_onal courses - would probably
include elements of work exploration: see section G belowQ

&ducational Values of Work Ex..P1.2.£ation

Effectively organised activities in work exploration can give:
a
Experience of adult and social demands - allaying anxieties
about work and adults in work situations, and providing
opportunities for confidence building, development of the
self-concept and growth of self-esteem, experience in self
expression to peers and adults, overeorning shyn<."iss and
improving interpersonal relations in both the classroom
and the work place.
b
Learning experiences that can help to clarify vocational
interests and preferences.
·
c
Psychological as well as social and economic experience in expanding life-space, previewing coming changes in life
style, forming and clarifying values, independence in making
decisions, broadening social dimensions - class, ethnic,
age group.
d
Perception of the relevance of school studies and of work
habits and routines.
e
Insights into the value of group support - making a new group
of friends at the workplace, and returning to one's known
class group: both seem c1~ucial ingredients to success and
satisfaction in the workplace.
f

Functional knowledge and skills involved in future roles
- earning a living, raising a family, civic participation

12
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Beyond-school orientation that may ease problems of
1
isolation from the adult world
ii
lack of opportunities to assume responsibility
iii
limited choices among approaches to learning
iv
relevance and integration of secondary schooling
in a technological society
:v
intellectual alienation and need for realistic
content for thinking
!,l~dine§.§.....f.Q_r.J{orlt Ex12loratlon

To develop needed skj_lls and readj_ness for learning in work
exploration situations, there are different needs at different
ages and stages of schooling and developmento These must be
provided in curriculum-based preparation~ Some particular aspects
that should have been covered before students embark on any kind
of work exploration include:
a
Information exploring and gathering skills - selection of
relevant details, questions to be asked, noting and reporting
skills

b
c
d

Personal contact skills - customs and courtes:les in meeting
people? telephone enquiry and interview skillsAge-group bridging skills - coping with differences in
attitudes and values
Frames of reference for career thinking - career interest
fields, occupational classifications, links between subjects
and occupations, self-knowledge and assessment

6. Pt(~lli~!J'a tion and _Q]:g9 nisa tion

Work Exploration takes students out of the school and puts them
"on their own". If the objectives are to be achieved, there must
be careful organisation of the practical arrangements, both within
and beyond the school~ Students must be well prepare.ct to manage the
new situation profitably 9 and to cope with any contingencies that
might arj_se.,
The SWE requirement that parents be fully informed and give written
consent could well appl:t also to less formalised activities and
visits, as one WBY of involving parents in their children 1 s career
exploring generally~
For many students of rural schools, it may be very desirable to
arrange preliminary "day in town" trips, macl.e w:t th the assistance
of parents. Members of service clubs are usually very willing to
help in such visitso The arrangements should aim to provide students
with experience in finding thelr. 'feet in the city - famillar-lsation
with busy streets and traffic; using maps, timetables, buses;
finding snacks and meals; and perhaps an introduction to a large
employing organisation~ For students of remoter schools, a first
visit to a nearer and smaller centre could also involve some
beginning work exploration visiting.
Checklists of organisational details for work exploration and
familiarisation visits are availableo

~--------,,,,___,,_,._"~
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WI.1AFF HOLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN 'l'HE CAREER EDUCATION
AND GUIDANCg PROGRAMME

The developing guidance orientation
1

Developments in many secondary schools in recent years to meet
broader educational objectives have already provided the basic
requirements for the implementation of effective career education
and guidance programmese Guidance counsellors have now been
appointed to almost all secondary schools, and will play a major
part in this •.
There has been a growing recognition that beyond meeting scholastic
and instructional needs, schools have the further important role
and responsibility of contributing positively to the personal
growth of all their students, both through teaching programmes
and by pastoral care .. A greater flexibility in curriculum,
together with school-based staff training in broadening the
teaching role, are two particular responses which have contribute~
a guidance orientation ir1 th~ management policies of many schools.
Readiness to draw on community resources and to build closer
school-community interaction and relationships has done much to
reduce the tendency, particularly of larger city schools,to work
in -relative j_solation from the world of employment and the
community at large. All.these developments have-special relevance
for buiJ.ding elements of career education into the school's
teaching curriculum.
·

In schools already working along these lines, responsibility and
-part:Lcipation j_n provisions for personal and career guidance are
shared by many staff members. In larger schools, the need to
co-ordinate these provisions across various subject and specialist
areas, and through all form levels, is recognised in an assigned
responsibility. The following descrj_ption of roJ.es and responsi~
bilities suggests such a pattern of wide staff participation with
effective co-ordination for a fully developed programme of career
education and guidance in the school. WhiJe the "pastoral" roles
of form teacher and tutor are concerned mainly with the student's
general welfare and progress, they too have links with the career
guidance provisions.
1

CAHEER EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE ROLES

Career Etj_)2.cation Co-ordinator
Develop school programme in career education across subjects and
through the form levels, in conjunction with HOD's and teaching
staff
Assist subject teachers in planning teaching units, including
selection and adaptation of resource material and aids appropriate to particular class groups
Co-ordinate the use of school and community resources needed and.
avail.able to fad.litate the programme and its various teaching
units - including vj_sual aids, speakers for seminars or panels,
contact suggestions for visits and visitors etc
For practical points in planning and co-ordination, see section A
- Developing career education in the school
.N.Q1.Q: ~i;_Q?f.Qd-.9..ration snd Work e~:1.5:nc>~: programmes in these
activities are required to be opefated under Department of
Education guidelines~ Their co-ordination could be a career
education responsibility, or provided separately.

14
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Pw@Ject t~achers(Heads of Depar·tments
Incorporate career education units in subject courses to contribute
to the school programme, as agreed with the co-ordinator
og Form 4 Social Studies,or Form 4 Social Education, or Form 4
Integrated Studies: block or modular "World of Work" unit
Form 3/4/5/6 English: teaching units in study skills as
appropriate to level
English teachers: assist with Employment Seekers 1 seminar
- especially in teaching communication skills of
job-seeking: this could be a teaching unit in some Form 5
classes
Planning to teach and evaluate units or modules, including the
development and use of resources and aids, with the assistance
of the career education co•-ordinator and the support of guj.dance
staff for appropriate topics
The practical implementation of a teaching unit for several classes
should be the responsibility of one of the subject teachers
involved as a syndj.cate leader ie for production of resource
materials, timetabling arrangements needed for shared aids etc
·CB]'e§lrs AdviseriGu}dance Counsellor/Guidance J'~l],sn~
(Guidance Teacher: This role has been established in some schools,
including 11 guidance network" schools, with a half time teachi.ng
commitfuent in .a subject ar~a and the other half to an aspect of
guidance - career education or social education or careers
advising etc~ The guidance teacher may thus have a special
responsibility or a co-ordinating function in one of the roles
described in this section, as arranged in the particular school.)
In schools with two or more careers adviser/guidance counsellor
appointments, one should be designated "careers guidance coordinator" with oversight for the careers advising provisions
as a whoJ.e.
Establish and maintain the careers information system, including
an "information centre" with reference material directly
accessible to students; and a provis1.on for students to borrow
copies of particular leaflets for further study
Encourage individual vocational enquiry by providing a variety of
further avenues - 'review of plans" questionnaires, careers
·'1nf'f"l"l"l1la·Hoh d''Lcnl!:l~TC
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careers evening" etc
Provtde individual and group guidance and counselling, including
leads for fo11ow-through action such as work observation, mald.ng
applicat:i.on, developing extra-curricular background for chosen
career etc
.Refer to liaison or visiting vocational counsellor those students
who have difficult problems of choice or opportunity
Provide 9r arrange guidance action for guidance che~kPoints at each
form level
.
Assrst in career education programmes, especially when detailed
knowledge of occupations or study/training courses is required;
or for sessions on self-evaluation, decision-making or career
plannj_ ng
Assistance in job placement and job adjustment counselling may be
called for in some locations; assistance of or referral to the
Employment and Vocational Guidance Service may be appropriate
in many cases
(Gutdance Counsellors will also have further personal counselling
functions, including referral to specialist sources of help.)
11
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PASTORAL GUIDANCE ROLES

E:~tm Teache~
Early-year orientation/overview activities, appropriate to year
level
Day-to-day pastoral oversight:
- mi;:,nitor educational progress· and personal adjustment
- refer students with course or "other subject" problems
to tutor
- provide first-level counselling, and refer students with·more
. difficult problems to appropriate member of guidance staff
- refer intending or likely leavers to careers adviser
Initial wnrk relating to subject choice or options
Provide parehts with adequate information concerning both school
achievement and personal development of their children
T11torsJ"J)er1ns(E2£,m Level)
General oversight and assistance in form teacher responsibilities
Co-ordinate maintenance of cumulative student records covering
both personal and educational progress information
Monitor educational progress - especially through checkpoint progress assessments: arrange assistance for students with problems
and needs
Refer to careers adviser or guidance counsellor those students with
career or personal problems
Supervise subject/option choj_ce arrangements, providing individual
educational guidance as required
Initiate/supervise early-year orientation or overview activities
'At senior levels, provide overview of tertiary courses of study
and training, including qualification and bursary information
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Guid el:i.n0s fQ.£ ..Qare er F:cJ..lli.:iition
Add0nclum to:

,.E

Staff Roles and Responsibilities

(p 15)

Gu:tdance Advisors and Vocational Guidance Counsellors (Employment
and Vocational Guidance Service, Department of Labour)
Provide an advisory and support service for schools guidance and
teaching staff for the achievement of careers guidance objectives.
In particular, to
(a) assist schools develop a continuing career education
programme that reaches all students at various levels
(b) assist guidance staff develop a complementary programme
to stimulate continuing career enquiry
Continue to d0velop career education modules and resources, appropriately reflecting the New Zealand work society, recognising the
needs of New Zealand students, and adaptable to the particular
organi.sation and curr_iculum programmes of each school.
Provide individual and group guidance and counselling, including
assessment if desirable, for students referred by school guidance
. staff, and for those who refer themselves.
Identify and encourage resource people in the employment community
to assist in the school programme, particularly in expand:Lng
student awareness of career opportunities and of the realities
of the world of work.
Provide guidance staff and students with current occupational a.nd
related educatj.onal information, derived from research and planning
data, and from continuing contact with workers and work settings
in all occupational fields, and with educational and training
institutions.
Assist with in-service training of school staff in their respective
educational and vocational guidance functions and responsibilities~
Provide continuing sources of guidance help beyond school, and
encourage students to avail themselves of these services after they
move from secondary school into working life or further study or
train:Lng.
(In add:ltion to these roles and responsibilities in supporting school
careers guidance provisions, vocational guidance counsellors provide
a community service in vocational, educational and employment
information and counselling for people and groups of all ages~ based
on district Vocational Guidance Centres.)

16
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THE ROLE OF PAREN'£S

Schools have tended to take over rather more of the roles and
responsibilities of parents than many see as desirable. Exploring
and choosing a career is an area in which many parents do wish to
take an active part, and the school's programme should always
include activitios giving opportunities for parents to be involved~
1rhe
II careers evening" arranged by many schools gives one such
opportunity, but is often tho only planned involvement. Some
schools and Vocational Guidance Centres have conducted parents'
seminars, covering ways 1they can help their children plan and prepare for work and life beyond school .. For this kind of programme
topics could include:
- Ways and means of job exploring, through friends{ relatives,
workplac0 visits (including parents I own) ; ho. idaJ', part-time and voluntary jobs
- Sources of occupational and employment information
Problems in career planning, such as subject choice and
requirements, unhelpful pressures, self-knowledg<• needs
- Sources of help: guidance staff and facilities, at school
and beyond school
Developing work-related attitudes and habits, including
handling money, personal responsibility, social skills
and relationships
- Balance between work and leisure: need- to develop a range
of satisfying leisure interests
Developing background experience, skills, knowledge· for a
desired training opportunity; preparing applications
and developing other job-seeking skills
These practical aspects are examples of the important and influenti.il
way·s within the family in which parents can contribute to the career
guidance of their childreno A full statement of the role of parents
as models and counsellors is reproduced in Append1-x III - The Role
of Parents in Career Guidance

G
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PRJ~-EMPLOYM.ENT AND PRE-VOCATIONAL COURSES

To prepare young people for entry into ernployme.nt - · both
young unemployed and school returners awaiting emplo;rment o

Mutual respons1bili ty: community-school-young jobseeker •~
a three-w.:1y involvement for support and posj_tive action
QQ.n!_QJlt, Content will vary according to the group selected and the
term of the course eg terminating pre-employment course,
or on-going alternative school course for returners etc
Most coµrses will contain three important components:
a
personal development (including interpersonal relationships)
b
vocational development (employment choice and opportunity,
job skills, jobseeking skills etc)
c
social development (including consumer and community studies)
Thill.,l}..§.

These courses may be organised within the school or by community
agencies. Guidelines are available from Vocational Guidance Centres
or the Department of Education~

------·-~---

Appendix I

i

THE TRANSI~ION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK:

PROBLEMS, AND,_PROVISIQNS

A
~ - ~ s i1:;_.1outh Em12loyment : What the Reports say
"The transition to working life confronts those leaving the
educatlonal or vocational systems in their new stage of life with
a set of completely new problems. It eni'orces decisions which wil
greatly influence their future life. The avoidance of unnecessary
f'riction j_s an essential prc-requisl te of successful personal
development and social integration ..
For several years the integration of young people into working lif,
has presented increasing difficulties. Remarkable and alarmipg
indicators of this tendency are for instance:
- unemployment or the risk of unemployment
- restricted choice of occupations owing to a lack of
vocational education and training opportunities
- mismatch between the character of occupations available
and the individual's qualifications and aspirations .. "
("From Edu.cation into Working Life" - Report of the Education
Comm'Ittee, .European Cowmuni tieB. -Commission (EEC) December· 19';,'1

--------11 Despi t0
tht~dr generous expondi ture on educ a t:Lon in recent years,
most governments in industrialised countries still have a youth
problem and are attempting to find ways to facilitate the entry of
young people into working life,, The key features of the present
situation reflect both the particular characteristics of the
younger generation and those of the world of worki
- there is a gap between the aspirations and expectations of
the young and the employment conditions of current
production processes;
- there is a discrepancy· between initial educatton and tra:i.ni;
received and the actual qualifications required in the
various economic sectors as regards knowledge, working
habits, attitudes and the capacity to adapt;
- the segmentation of the labour market and the wage and
salary structure make it difficult for young people
to know what kind of career to pursue;
there is a divorce between the value system of the industr.
society and tl10 ideas of young people, which are based 01
their opinion of society and to some extent on their
reluctance to accept its foundations and constraints."
( "E_ptry~ Young Peoyle into Worldn_g J-4fe" ~ Report drawn fro1
meml)er-count:i:•y te chnica1 reports: OECD 1977)

----------------

"While the present economi.c outlook is seriously aggravating the
problem of jobs for young people, it is neither the sole cause
no:r. the central issue. The causes and issues are:
- a deficit of new jobs
growing competition for jobs
- inadequate preparation for working life
young people are a disadvantaged group in the labour market,
( "xouth__Em£_lo;zmE,?_nt and Unem_plo;ym£gi" - OECD "Observer II July. '1 (
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B
· Gu:ldanc0 P:cov:Lsions
for Transl tion Needs - Tvrn Views
.,....u,,.~=-.:.-m;--~,t:.:.--......-,,.--,.------:0...-.c;..._~..;.......!! At one side of the vocation gap stands the school, at the other
the ernplo;y-er. What can either do to ease the transi.tio.n? The
school can do two things once it has decided upon the kind of _
guida.nce it wishes to provide: it can offer i.nformation, and :l t
can offer simulated experience. The initial decision is crucial,
for it demands an appreciation of theories of vocational and
personal counselling: schools should at least be aware of what
it is they are trying to do when they embark upon elaborate work
experience schemes or adopt a tutorial system.
Four maln points may be offered as cornerstones for a guidance
structure that has been commonly adopted in Britain, and which has
seemed appropriate to at least one Australian department of
education:
1 The preparation for the transition from school to work is a
preparation for living and not merely the preparation of a
number of individuals for particular jobs.
......,....,,~-s::..t-~"-'•-:,,,.~,.,.4-~.~--,..~•=-.......-..

2

~rhis involves practice in decision-making, some understanding
of motivation and need satisfaction, and the promotion of
self ~-awareness with regard to work and leisure needs,. and

community and personal values.
3 Such prepara·bion should be planned to include all ma;jor
educational choice points and cover both personal and
vocational maturation~ Neither personal nor career counselling
should be permitted to become mere crisis counselling during
the leaving yea.ro
LJ.To undertake such a ta.sk the school needs to involve a· large
number and perhaps all its sta.ff, including the principal, and
some specialists in the area of guidance who will be able to
co=ordinate :i.nternal school activities and extend the school
relationships into the wid_er community."
( "Pre para tlon for the Transition from School to Wo~ck" - C lT Morgan
in1 J:lfie Austr'aITa~f--ifciucatio~Vor--2;,l No 2-June 19T7)
Some :eractica.l points in gt]idance., for a competi ti·\..r£.._J.s>_b mar~eE_:

1
2

Make young people aware of the realities of the job market
Lead the essential step of confronting one's goals with the
likelihood of attaining them
3 Develop decision-making skills for alternative choices and
strategies, and for sensible decisions about realities
4 Encourage development of widest possible array of personal
skills such as public speaking, sporting abili tit~s, music,
drama, group participation and leadership and so on
5 Develop use of community contacts in employment field - such
as work experience or holiday work employers, family friends
and relatives, community groups and institutions
6 Teach job-seeking skills - writing personal resume, applications,
interview; especially the importance of first impressions
7 Encourage voluntary work experience relevant to chosen field
- or merely as 'work induction' experience
8 Guide planning in both short and long term where necessary:
short-term employment may be needed as stepping-stone for
either experience or income
9 Provide ready access to accurate information
10 Encourage use of sources of help beyond the school, especially
employment and counselling services
·
(Summarised from. 11 CounseJlin£L_Students for a Poo1 J9.b M8:_E~e!:"
- rn.ck Harvey, Director of PupIT15ersonnel Services, Department o.f
Education, New Brunswick - in a Ca.nadian journal, mid-1977)
1

iii
Appendix II

PROPOSITIONS RELATING TO VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
CAREER EDUCATION
Some points for consideration and discussion
The basic questions for teachers might be:
To what extent can these concepts be relevant to my teaching
of my subject'?
What contributiQh do I - can I - make to the vocational
development of my students?
1
The meaning of work may be different to different people;
basic life satisfactions may be achieved in ways not related to
job satisfaction; future work roles are not always known~ So we should not spend our energies helping a person select a
specific occupation, but rather to help him become a flexible
adult able to cope with inevitable changeso

Vocational counselling cannot take place in a vacuum. The
student needs information, a conceptual vocabulary, a range of
experiences, and a set of decision-maldng skills. These dE.Jvelop
in the normal process of social maturation, so occupational
choice is itself a developmental process. Hence the student needs
continuing opportunities to grow in self-awareness, in knowledge
and exper:Lence of the community and the working world, and in
personal and social skills required for successful transition from
the school years to that community as a functioning member of ito
2

The vocational thinking of young people is influenced by thelr
concern to understand themselves as individuals, to foster an
acceptable self-iderr~ity, and to commit themselves to clear
directions and goals of personal growth. They need opportunities
to develop their own values that will help them channel their
energies :Lnto a sat~Lsfying lifestyle and to decide what part work
. w:Lll play in it.
3

4
Career education can help the school to convey curriculum information to students in a way that is meaningful and sensible to them.

5
Career education teaching units could be concerned with many
established curriculum concepts such as - social control eg people adapt to opportunities open to them
- the influence of "opportunity structures";
- social change eg the influence of traditional values on the
capacity of individuals and societies to change their
thinking about occupational roles and the place of work;
or with educational values such as - :lnfluencing aspirations eg expanding opportunities for girls;
- fostering autonomy eg helping students think through their own
alternatives to choices suited to their needs and preferences.
6
There can be no distinction between educational and vocational
guidance: they are complementary aspects of the one continuing
process, and all educational activities have vocational significance
7
For most young people, the secondary school years are the time
when the horizons of choice and possibility are most fully and
directly open to them.

--··---
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Appendix III

THE ROLE 0]' PAR.EN1rS IN OAltEEH GUIDANCE

"Without question parents can and sbould be in the most
influential role as models and counsellors to their childrenQ
Having some measure of direct control over the environment in
which their children have been reared, they have the unique
opportunity to expose them to experiences appropriate for selffulfilment. As their children enter public education, parents
share, but do not give up, the responsibility for their development.
Parents who take full advantage of the information given them by
school staff members concerning the interest, aptitudes, failures
and achievements of their children, can use this background of
information to provide the following career guidance and
counselling:
a

Assistance in analysing their children's interests,
capabilities and limitations.

b

Explanations of the traits required, and working conditions
and life styles of workers in work areas with which they
are most familiar~

c

Discussion of work values developed as a result of past
experiences and of the consequences they have experienced.•

d

Discussions of the economic condition of the family as it
applies to the children's education and training needs and
assistance in planning a course of action.

e

Help i.n using the experience, knowledge and services of
relatives, friends, fellow workers and other resources in
exploring the world of work and in planning and preparing
for their children's role in the work society~

f

Provision of a model and counselling to their children
during critical developmental periods of their lives in an
a_ttempt to have children establish and maintain posi ti vo
attitudes towards themselves and others.

g

Exemplification of the attitude that all persons have
dignity and worth no matter what their position in the
world of work.

h

Provision of situations that allow children to experience
decision-making and to accept responsibilj_ty for the
consequences of their decisions.

·i

Maintenance of open communications between school and home
so that the experiences of both settings can be used in
~eeting student needs~
Provision of opportunities for children to work and accept
responsibility of the home and <.~ommuni ty. 11

j

(From "Career Development and Career Guidance." - a National
Vocational Guidance Association and American Vocational Association
Joint Position Paper.)

·---·~·-----~---
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CIRCULAR 1981/ 37
This circular applies to all state and private secondary
and 1.:1.rea ,schools. Inqulries should be addr'essed to th<:J
District Senior Inspector of Secondary Schools.

Officer - Head Office responsibility rests with the Director
of :3chools.

S'.rUDENT' WORK E:X:PLORA'.r.ION ( swg)
·'I

IN'l'RODUC'fION

'l .1

Tb.is circular replaces that of' 22 Me.rah '1979 which is
withdrawn.

1.2

As these guidelines reprc~sent the agreement of employment

associated organisationr.:; to the procedures :for the 11 use 11
of employment si.tue.t1onr3 aB part of the educa.t.i.onal
process the requirements o.f this circular relate to all
secondary and area schools, both state and private,
which use temporary placement in the work environment
for enrolled secondary students. The only exceptions are
those students enrolled in officially established special
classes in primary, secondary and special schools.
The
condi t:Lo:ns and a.drn1n.i.strative nroviBions for work

experience scl:wmer::: :for these sludents are set out in
Circular Memorandum 'r73/72 and will remain unchanged.
1.3

This circular contains three sections:
Part I sets out the Aims of the Guidelines and briefly
revieWf3 the consid.erati.ons whj_ch have prompted the
establishment of a national Student Work Exp1o:fation

Scheme ( SWE) as a co-operat:l ve enterpri.se j_nvol ving
schools, government agencies and emp1oyer and employee
orgard.sa t.i.cms.
J?art I I r3c-rts out the organisation of the scheme a.t local,
district, and. national level" This is shmvn. d.:i.agrammatically in Appendix A and a list of di.st.1.."icts Js suppl:l. ed

in Appendix B with a m.ap of the Trades Council districts.
Part III sets out the Operating Procedures to be followed
by schools ( ,see Appendix C).

Extracts from relevant
1eg1s1at:Lon are attached in Appendix D"
CD
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PART I
Aims of guidelines
2 ,1

2 ,2

The.purpo se of establishi ng agreed guideline s for thi.s
programme is:
a

to assist schools in their endeavour s to help
students prepare for their transition from school
to work;

b

to recognise the essential elements of co•~operat ion
and consultati on needed among employe1·s , employees
and schools to enable students to move temporari ly
out of the school setting into the employmen t
environme nt;

c

to eE,tablish work expJ oration on a firm basis,
officially recognised as a co-operat ive venture
between the education al and employmen t sectors for
the education al benefit of the young people of the
country;

d

to encourage the further developme nt of student work
exploratio n on a planned basis, taking account of
both school and employer resources and responsib ilities;

e

to encourage dialogue between schools and employer
and employee groups so that each can develop a
better understan ding of the needs and purposes of
the other;

f

to identify any difficulti es and establish methods
to resolve them.

Comment:
'rhere is widesprea d recognitio n and support for the idea
and value of work exploratio n. Not only does J.t assist
young people to gain an appreciati on and understan ding of
the employmen t env.ironme nt which will assist them .in ·
mnk.ing vocationa l choices and decisions , but it also
provides social experienc es and motivatio nal objective s
of a different dimension from those ava,ilabl.e within the
:.:ichool. In this way the employmen t sector can provide a
valuable extension and contributi on to the education al
process.
Many schools have a.I.ready recognised this and since the
implement ation of the Accident Compensat ion Act removed
the obstacle of insurance have, with the goodw:i.11 of
local employers , initiated j_nformal arrangeme nts for
their students.
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.This school~community relationship is recognised to be
a critical ingredient which will always form the basis
of the operation of any scheme which enables a student
to move out of the school into the employment environment.
For an effective and successful development of
student work exploration however, the additional
component of community responsibility for the safety
and welfare of young people in the work scene also has
to be considered.
This involves not only individual schools and employers
but the:lr associated organisations which also have roles
relating to the responsibility assumed by schools and
employers. In the case of schools, their boards,
teachers and parents and the PPTA or AHIS and the Department of Education are involved. Employers similarly have
a liability under legislation which involves the interest
of their own Federation and the Department of Labour in
the welfare of young people in the employment environment.
Employee organisations have a similar interest and
involvement.
It is in this area of responsibi.li ty, that concern has
arisen. At times employers, in co-operating with schools,
have been placed in situations which contravene their
legal obligations. Difficulties have already arisen and
as the informal schemes are expanded the potential for
problems is increased.
:
To avoid jeopardising the co-operation which exists at the
national level and without which schools would be unable
to use the employment environment it has become essenttal
to .establish agreed guidelines and procedures.
I

The intention in doing this is to provide the support and
adv1ce whlch will ensure that schools are able to continue
to develop their schemes and have available~ assistance to
avoid difficulties and procedures to resolve them, if they
arise.
3

PART II ... ORGANISATION (See Appendix A - Organisationsl Chart)

3. 1

Or.:ganisat19Ea.l Area§.
a

Local: These will be based on suitable geographic
areas in relation to the location of participating
schools ( eg, Hutt Valley •-- 2 areas, Lower Hutt and
Upper Hutt; Queenstown - 1 school, 1 area).

b

District: These will be based on the Trades Council
districts (aee Appendix B). P11,dJ111(
Cuv,JtA'.l-,Y-1

C

National.
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4
3. 2

The national oversight of the SWE scheme is the responsibility of an advisory committee to the Minister of
Education on which all participating groups are
represented.
There are four clearly defined groups
involved in the organisation of the SWE scheme - schools,
government agencies; employer organisations and employee
organisations. Although the major involvement of schools
···1· 11 'b o+ +he ] nca 7 l e,rel ; ·t -I
·lrnpo,,..+a..,.,+ +1,-,o+ ti-.eu also
appreciate both the role and the organisation of the other
groups involved in the scheme.
VV
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J3chools: The development of the SWE scheme in local areas
is dependent on the i.ni tiati ve of indi v:Ldual schools. }?or
areas where more than one school operates there will need
to be consultation and co--operati.on to prevent unfair
demands being made on local employers and to ensure fair
access to placements for all participating schools and
protection of placements used for work experience schemes.
Responsibility for this co-ordination rests with the
participating schools and their liaison inspectors.
In order to carry out the consultative process participating
schools will convene an fil...1lli.!.§1. me.etlJlg of parties involved
at the local level to review the scheme and discuss future
plans and wider issues. Principals, PPTA and SSBA represent
the interests of schools at district level and PPTA and SSBA
are members of the national advisory committee.

3.
a

p ~ of Education:

Li@;_ison ,l.nspe~ work
with individual schools under a designated inspector
with supervisory responsibility for SWE in each
secondary school.
The DSISS has the overall responsibility:
i
to ensure that all schemes are organised with sound
educational objectives and adequate arrangements
for supervision and integration into school programmes and with provision where necessary for
co-ordination with other local schools, bef9re
granting approval;
,
ii

to convene at least annually~ ~eaj;;jng of each
district committee to review work explorati9n
schemes and recommend new developments and to
conslder the relationship between education and
employment and the transition from school to work.
'1 hese committees report to the nati.onal advisory
committee, In addition to representatives of the
National Advisory Committee organisations, district
committees should co-opt members to represent the
needs of special groups eg girls, Maori and Island
pupils, disabled pupils or others relevant to the
local community eg Federated Farmers.
1

\.
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5

b

~~t.filfLll.t of J,.§~: Through its factory inspectors
the Department of Labour ensures that all student
placements comply with labour legi.slation. Its
officer~ and visiting vocational guidance cowrnellors
are available for advice and consultation by schools
as necessary.

The pational Qfganisat~ represented on the advisory
committee are:
the Employers' Federation in the private
sector and
the State Services Co--ordi.nating Committee
in the government sector.

These organisations will nominate _gJstri9_t
who have three responsibilities:

r.~,:m:~a.J:.t™

a

to act as members of the district committee convened
by the DSISS with the functions provided in 3.4(a)(ii)

b

to act as information agents within employers'
organisations

c

to provide advisers to thE: DSISS in the event of
unresolved local problems and to help in their
solution.

The local employer~ will be contacted directly by individual
schools. Before inviting their participation schools will
be required to explain the objectives of their scheme and
the types of assistance sought by the school. Where applicable
employers will also be asked to provide the school with the
name of the appropriate spokesperson in th~ir place of business
who represents the local Trades Council.

3.6

Ernnloyee Qrganisatiol'.!§..:
The rg1tj_onaLorgani.satio!.f.§_ represented on the ad·visory
committee are
the Federation of Labour in the private sector;
and
the Combined State Unions in the government sector

At district level they will nominate representatives of
locaJ. Trades Councils and the Combined State Unions tu
act as members of the district committee convened by the
DSISS with the functions provided in 3.4(a)(ii). In the
event of unresolved problems they may nominate specific
advisers to assist the DSISS as required. These
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h..,

repr':rnents.tlvei:, cot(~? a.lao act aB inf'ormati.on agents
At the loca.1
within Trades CouncLls and State UnioriB.
-·-·~·
(
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appLLcabl13,
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of Hpprop:riate 'l1rade U:c11.ons) and the Combined State
Uni.oni:i w:Lll be ava:Llable to help resolve problems a11d
to meet annually with local 1:1chools and employers to
rev1ew schemea a.nd consider future plans. Within ea.ch
participating firm (where applicable) a ttrd.on representative will be nominated. as the employee contact' person
to liaise with the school as necessary.
PAJl'r III - OPERATION (See Apptmdix C)
4

' ·1

The decision to have students involved in work exploration
rests with the Bchool. In making.this decision there are
a number of aspects to be considered:
a

'.I':he resources of the school to provide the necessary
support and provJsion of adequate time for prepara-•
tion and follow up work.

b

resources available in the cornmurd. ty to provide
placement opportunities.

c

'I'hc"l development of the essential admin:Lstrative and

d

The identlficati.on of tho~Je students or groups of
students who w:lll galn education benefit from such

'It1e

communicat.ion requirements with all parties i.nvolved
to co-ordinate (a) and {b) above.

activities as: obtaining a greater awareness of
the work env:Lronment; mixing and working w.ith adults
of all age• s who may have aim::J, values and social

organirmt:i.ons with which they are unfamlliar;
increasing understand.ing of i.ndustrial and COl11l118I'Cial
life; gaining an apprec.iat:I.on of the skills involved
in employment; testing the rc~altty of a vocational

choice.
4.

Work exploration :l.s an extension of the vocatlona.1
development role·of the school carrying through the
curriculum based program.me with first hand learning
experiences in the work. place. It is not an alternativ~

to the school.'s guidance programme but an important par"t.
of it, which can frequently provide a student with a new
view of himself or herself as an aid to personal and
social growth.
Preparation to participate therefore involves both
in-school and out-of-school considerations.
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The establishment of clear educational objectives and
the development of an in-school programme to support
these is necessary.
The contribution which can be
made to the internal program.me by employers, employees,
Department of Labour personnel, etc should be assessed
and incorporated where appropriate.
,A.pp),ica_ti.Q!.l to Participate.
When the planning is completed the proposal must be
submitted to the district senior inspector of secondary
schools for his approval to operate the scheme.
Sufficient information must be included to indicate:

4.4

a

the organisation of the programme. This will
include details of the groups of students to be
involved, the criteria for their selection., the
numbers involved and the objectives for each group.
It will also outline the preparatory and follow-up
vocational orientation programme used in the school;

b

that parents' approval will be obtained before a
pupil participates;

c

that there is a contact person with overall
responsibility for co-ordinating the programme in
the school and with employers and interested
organisations;

d

clear details of the time to be spent by students
on the Student Work Exploration scheme outside the
school;

e

that adequate supervision of students has been
arranged;

f

that there is no payment to students or the schools
for work done;

g

that arrangements for evaluating the scheme have
been made in the school.

I,!llnlem__fil'ltation....Q.[_§chemQ
When the DSISS is satisfied about a school's plans and
arrangements to comply with the above requirements, he
will give his approval to proceed.
Once a school has received this approval and has
provided copies of the scheme to the d~strict representatives of employee and employer organisations (see
Appendix B) it can proceed to make placements.

8

4

.5

fil:_rang_fil'j.fil_lt of Place~ Qi~

When a placem ent is being arrange d. with an employ er, both
the purpos e the school hopes to achiev e by the placem ent
and adequa te releva nt inform ation to enable the employ er
to judge an approp riate experie nce for the studen t is to
be provide d by the school . Where applic able, the school
contac t person should. also meet the trade union contac t
person within the organi sation. If the placem ent is in
a governm ent organi sation eg the Post Office or a
governm ent departm ent, enquiry should be made about the
approp riate CSU repres entativ e.

It is the respon sibilit y of a school to establ ish and
mainta in a record of placem ents which include s both the
name of the employ er, the type of busine ss and (where
applica ble) the name of the trade union repres entativ e.
At the end of each term a school .should provid e a list
of its placem ents to the distric t nomine e of the
Employ ers Federa tion, the approp riate office of the
State Servic es Commiss.i.on and the secreta ry of the local
Trades Counci l. (See Append ix B.)
4

!·.

6

go~-o:rd).J1.~.tion with Other SchQQ.1§.

In locali ties where more than one school could be
approa ching employ ers in the community it is essent ial
that school s develop a system of commun icat:lon among
themse lves to be aware of the placem ent situati on and
to evolve a method of:

l+. 7

a

protec ting the placem ents of specia l class studen ts;

b

sharing the placem ents in a firm or organi sation
which provid es explor ation of a partic ular occupa tion
eg the hospit al;

c

avoidin g too many demands on individ ual employ ers;

d

enablin g a school which has not previo usly had a
Where an
work explor ation scheme to partic ipate.
DSISS
the
d
achieve
be
equita ble arrange ment cannot
will need to interve ne.

The Role of Parenj:;~
The role of parent s is import ant and it is the respon sibilit y of the school to explain the purpos e of any
scheme to the parent s of each studen t concern ed and to
gain their ~!:.i tt~D.....£2.!b1ent to partici pation .
This consen t must include a statem ent of the studen t's
genera l standa rd of health includi ng any physic al
d.isabi li ty or medica l condit ion to allow the school to
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arrange an appropriate placement. It is important that no
student is involved in work for which he/she is unsuited
on medJ.cal grounds. Pupils with disabilities should not
be excluded from participation but extra care needs to be
taken with their placement.
The Department of Health should be consulted in cases where
there is any doubt about physical fitness for work and
their advice sought on suitable work situations.

4.8

Student~r

12

Years of Ag§_ (See Appendix D)

Plans for including stuq.ents under 15 years of a.ge must be
made in relation to relevant labour legislation. The
Factories Act precludes anyone under 15 years of age being
engaged on the premlses of a registered factory.
L+. 9

Certificate of F'i tnef°:?_§. (See Append.ix D)

It is a legal requirement of the Factories Act that persons
between the ages of 15 and 16 must have a certificate of
fitness ,22for~_:giay commence !iOrk.
To enable students between 15 and 16 years of age to
participate 1n areas of work covered by the Factories Act
the Department of Labour has agreed to issue temporary
certificates of fitness on the basis of a statement from
the school which, in turn, is based on the information
provided by the parents about a student's health.
Temporary certificates of fitness issued for Work Exploration may not be used for paid employment during school
holidays or after school.
Schools must supply the district officer of the Department
of Labour (see Appendix B) with a list of the appropriate
information about each student including the name of the
firm with which he/she is being placed.
4.10

Complyj.ng with Qonditi.ons
\

a

Safety: Safety in the work place is a combined
responsibility. ;§_mployers will be expected to apply
to visiting students the safety requirements of the
work being performed. School programmes must also
make students aware of safety rules and procedures
in the work place. Information about the resources
available will be issued to schools.

b

~ : No payment is to be made by employers to
students or to the school in respect of work done.
Although pupils should be given placements that are
clearly worthwhile th~y cannot be e~~age11. 1 ; 1 ~
con tr a..9. t ...2.:L emp 1 oym en t _ § l n , _ g ~ e 12a J. £ ·
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me fam ilia r wit h
c • Gen ertl : The sch ool sho uld beco
ch aff ect the
maj or leg isla tiv e req uire men ts whi
lar ly und er
ticu
employment of young peo ple - par
the
,
Act
ry
the Fac tor ies Act , the Mac hine Acc iden t
Ag ricu ltur al Wo rker s Act and the
artm ent of
Com pen sati on Act (se e App end ix D).be Dep
ted and
sul
Lab our ins pec tors are wil ling to whi chcon
s nee d
ool
sch
wil l out line the main poi nts of
tio n is des ign ed
to be awa re, The exi stin g leg isla
of young peo ple
to safe gua rd the hea lth and wel fare
y of all
and it is the ref ore a res pon sib ilit
ure tha t its
ens
to
me
con cern ed wit h the SWE sche
req uire men ts are met .
4

,11

Pro blem Sit uat ion s

n to an employment pla cem ent ,
If any pro blem ari ses in rel atio
ini tia te enq uir ies , fir st
any of the inte res ted par ties may
. At the req ues t of any
at the loc al lev el wit h the sch ool
edia tely unt il the
par ty a stu den t mus t be with draw n imm
pro blem is res olv ed.
ma tter is to be ref err ed to
If a sol utio n is not fou nd the and
his dis tric t adv iser s
the dis tric t sen ior ins pec tor
ani sati ons (se e par as
nom inat ed by emp loye r and emp loye e org
3.4 and 3.5 ).
4

~

.12

Em plq yer s' Assessme~t§_
e ass ess men ts of stu den ts
Sch ool s can inv ite emp loye rs to mak
erie nce has shown tha t
pla ced und er the SWE sche me. Exp
te dif fer ent ly in the new
you ng peo ple freq uen tly rea ct quimen
t and ass ess men t pro vid e
si tua tj.o n and the emp loy er's com 's kno
wle dge of a stu den t.
an ext ra dtm ens ion to the sch oolan emp loye r to pro vid e an
Wh ile the re is no obl iga tion on uld be made known to
ass ess me nt., if one is giv en it sho
ed wit h tne -stu den t so
tea che rs and gui dan ce sta ff inv olv
.
it can be use d to the stu den t's ben efit

4., 13

Communicatj.~Q.!l and Review
ises the co- ope rati on of
An eff ect ive SWE scheme tha t rec ogn
ect ive of the ~Ji del ine s.
all par ties inv olv ed is the objnity
'pro vid ed by the toc al
uld use the opp ortu

Sch ool s sho
ect ive s wit h emp loye rs
mee ting to difJ cus s the ir pla ns andto obj
res olv e pro blem s. The
and emp loye es rath er tha n sim ply
to exc han ge vie wpo ints on
pos itiv e rol e for all par ties is peo
ple and to dev ise cothe tra nsi tio nal nee ds of young fer to
Par a 3.3 ).
ope rati ve loc al ini t~a tiv es (Re
con stan t rev:i.ew. At the
The SWE scheme wil l be kep t und er
t yea .ran d pla ns for the
loc al lev el a rev iew of the pasthe
age nda of the ann ual
foll owi ng yea r wil l be par t of
l kee p the DSISS info rme d
mee ting . Lia iso n ins pec tor s wil
s wit h whJ.ch the y
of the ope rati on of the scheme in sch ool
are ass oci ate d.
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At the s!i§J~r:1,gj~-l~..Y~l in addition to reports from
district commi.ttees, representatives on the national
advisory committee will obtain "feied back 11 from their
own organ:Lsattons so that any a.d~]ustments which may
be required can be considered and the Minister of
l<.:duos.tion kept .informed..

J' A Ross

for Director-General of Education

